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"Powerfully raw, deeply moving, and utterly authentic. Rachel Lloyd has turned a personal
atrocity into triumph and is nothing less than a true hero.... Never again will you look at young
girls on the street as one of 'those' women—you will only see little girls that are girls just like us."
—Demi Moore, actress and activist With the power and verity of First They Killed My Father and
A Long Way Gone, Rachel Lloyd’s riveting survivor story is the true tale of her hard-won escape
from the commercial sex industry and her bold founding of GEMS, New York City’s Girls
Education and Mentoring Service, to help countless other young girls escape "the life." Lloyd’s
unflinchingly honest memoir is a powerful and unforgettable story of inhuman abuse, enduring
hope, and the promise of redemption.

Advance Praise for We the People "American democracy is continually being reborn, and Juan
Williams brings alive the impact of some of the modern-day leaders of this renewal. By
portraying people of different backgrounds and ideologies, he has created a series of narratives
that are both inspiring and thought provoking."-- Walter Isaacson “In a Washington boiling with
anger, some of it real and some of it synthetic, Juan Williams is a rarity. He combines strong
beliefs with a cheerful ability to see how disparate people, including some with whom he
disagrees, have enriched the American mosaic. From Robert Moses to Robert Ball, and from
George Meany to Charlton Heston, this book will remind readers of some strong men and
women who made the nation strong.”--George F. Will "The Founders of our nation, politically
bold and intellectually adventurous, would be appalled at the idea that their revolutionary work
would be used as a trump card against change, creative thinking, or social progress. The genius
of Juan Williams' We the People is that it shows how subsequent generations kept the promise
of those who created our republic by building on their work rather than sitting back
complacently, advancing the rights of excluded groups, and facing new problems squarely.
Williams' moving portraits of key figures in our national story show why the American gift for self-
criticism and self-correction will always be one of our greatest assets." -- E. J. Dionne Jr., author,
Why the Right Went Wrong "Juan Williams' We the People is a fascinating intellectual romp
through American history. All sorts of burning current event issues— the Gun Lobby,
immigration, evangelical politics, sexual revolution— are brilliantly explored by Williams. Only a
first rate mind could have written such a wide ranging and original survey. Highly
recommended!"--Douglas Brinkley, Professor of History at Rice University and author of Rightful
Heritage: Franklin D. Roosevelt and the Land of America "The Founders themselves would have
approved of this ambitious and endlessly fascinating book. With his customary acumen, Juan
Williams weaves together a rich montage of the people shaping a diverse and dynamic modern
America. We the People is social history at its very finest, and belongs on the bookshelf of all



history buffs. What a daring book! What a triumph!"-- Jay Winik, author of 1944 and April
1865"Juan Williams has penned a rich, fascinating, and zesty tour among the men and women
who have helped shape what we think of today when we think of America. The book is
provocative, fun, and nonpartisan, all at the same time. Just what we need to explain how we
got here, and where we might be headed." -- Stephen L. Carter, William Nelson Cromwell
Professor of Law at Yale University"The battle over the Constitution and how the USA should be
run rages on. For Americans who want an informed view of the great debate, there is no better
book than We the People. I thank Juan Williams for writing it."-- Bill O’Reilly, Anchor, Fox News
ChannelAbout the AuthorJuan Williams is a top political analyst for Fox News Channel, co-host
of the daily news show “The Five,” and a columnist for The Hill. Previously, he worked for two
decades at The Washington Post as White House correspondent and a prize-winning columnist.
He has won an Emmy for TV documentary writing. For ten years, he was a daily talk show host
and senior political correspondent for NPR. His written work includes such critically acclaimed,
bestselling books as Eyes on the Prize, Enough, and Thurgood Marshall.Excerpt. © Reprinted
by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter 1The Founding Fathers and Modern America"What
happened to my America?”“Why don’t those people speak English?”And “Mr. Williams, don’t
take this the wrong way, but . . . you know, at the donut shop, at the gas station, in the
schoolyard--have you ever seen so many immigrants, especially the Latinos
everywhere?”“These kids are so thuggish. . . . Do you see any reason to be confident in this
country’s future?”After the 2012 presidential election I heard those kinds of urgent questions
from older white conservatives. They seemed disoriented. With obvious anxiety they felt the
cycle of history spinning away from them, leaving them dizzy and angry at being pushed away
from the center of politics and culture by the emerging “New America.”One poll found 53 percent
of white Americans saying the changes in culture, economics, demographics, and politics were
coming too quickly and damaging America’s “character and values.”This sense of
disillusionment is not limited to older white conservatives. In the same 2011 poll, done by
Heartland Monitor, the National Journal, and Allstate, 51 percent of African Americans said they
too felt all the demographic and political churning was too much and the “trends are troubling.”A
2015 poll done by Reuters and Ipsos found that 62 percent of Republicans, 53 percent of
Independents, and 37 percent of Democrats “feel like a stranger in [their] own country.” Another
72 percent of Republicans, 58 percent of Independents, and 45 percent of Democrats “don’t
identify with what America has become.”I myself am hardly immune from this national anxiety
over change, and it hit me personally eight years before the 2012 election, in 2004. That year I
turned fifty and felt the new realities of life pushing against me everywhere.Just think about how
much the world changed during my first fifty years on Earth.When I was born, in 1954, people
who looked like me sat at the back of the bus, drank out of separate water fountains, and went to
separate schools. Eighty-nine years after the end of the Civil War, my father, an immigrant black
man, could not get anything but a low-end job in most American companies. He could not go to
most American schools, could not live in most American neighborhoods, and was not allowed to



swim in most pools, golf on most courses, or go to most amusement parks.My mother, who was
born in Panama, did not see Latinos as a major force in American life. The census did not even
bother to count the number of Latinos in the United States during the 1950s. In 1970 Latinos in
the United States added up to less than 5 percent of the population. Today Latinos make up over
17 percent of the U.S. population, outnumbering blacks as the largest minority group.In 1954
abortion was not a critical political issue. The idea of women controlling the rights to their own
fertility and their bodies was not a “culture war” argument splitting conservatives and liberals.
Fifty years ago U.S. government policy, supported by conservatives, promoted family planning. It
was seen as a boon to parents, allowing them to better provide for a smaller number of
children.In the 1950s there was no controversy over homosexuality, largely because society was
not willing to have the conversation. My mom had a gay male friend who came by the apartment
regularly to design and sew dresses. Yet I never heard him or anyone else talk about gay rights.
Gays remained in the closet for fear of persecution.What a different America I saw in 2004. The
leaps in the nation’s demographics, economy, and culture made it feel to me like hundreds of
years had passed.America went from allowing smoking everywhere to banning smoking
everywhere. Gambling went from the street corner “numbers man” to government-run lotteries.
The rising presence and influence of women in corporate America, the military, and the media
shifted the power equation between the sexes, as more women decided they did not need a
man to support themselves, to live a full life, or even to have a child. In fact, women began to
outnumber men in colleges and graduate schools. They became the majority of the workforce as
male-dominated blue-collar jobs went to Asia. Conversations about gay rights morphed into
court cases about the right of gays to have legal, state-approved marriages.Essential fibers of
the social fabric--public schools, for example--began to fray, leading to calls for reform (charter
schools, magnet schools, and vouchers) that would allow parents and students greater choice to
find the best school for their needs. America experienced its first major gun control movement,
saw the rise of a national gun lobby, and endured a spike in mass shootings in schools around
the country.And there was wholesale change in the federal government in the decades following
World War II. We saw postwar America become the global “arsenal of democracy” that President
Franklin D. Roosevelt had promised it would back in 1940, protecting far-flung regions of the
world from Soviet communism. We witnessed the South become a Republican stronghold. That
led to a conservative political revolution that culminated in the presidency of Ronald
Reagan.New technology emerged, changing the way Americans communicate, process
information, and form relationships. It seemed that within just a few years suddenly everyone
had a cell phone. New cable television channels, hundreds of them, appeared in everyone’s
home. Internet and podcast programming moved entertainment to new platforms. And today we
can use apps such as OkCupid and Tinder to find people to date in our local area.The economy
got hot in 2004, thanks to revolutions in finance, high-tech companies, hedge fund investments,
and ever-higher housing prices. The bubble, of course, would soon burst.As the economic ways
of the past unraveled early in the twenty-first century, the white working class, though buoyed for



a while by rising home prices and cheap credit, has faced a rude reality of stagnant wages due
to a dim job market, an end to pensions, and the decline of unions. The same has been true for
African Americans. Despite the rise of the black middle class in the 1970s, after the 2008
recession the African American unemployment rate soared as high as it had been in the 1960s.
In 2005, Hurricane Katrina blew the cover off ingrained black poverty in New Orleans, exposing
nationwide roots of black poverty tied to record high rates of unwed mothers and failing schools.
The big racial arguments of the latter half of the twentieth century, which had focused on the
continuing impact of the history of segregation and the need for affirmative action in college
admission and hiring, faded. The focus on black poverty shifted to questions about family
structure. And at the same time, ironically, the promise of equality under the law had come ever
closer to being fully realized for educated blacks, Latinos, and Asians. That is why immigrants
kept coming to America in waves. Change was hitting the country from multiple directions.During
these years I traveled the country as part of a National Public Radio (NPR) series called The
Changing Face of America. The shows examined issues ranging from the increased use of
personal technology on a daily basis to changes in how Americans worshiped to the increased
acceptance of legal, state-supported gambling across the country. For the series I met with
Mexican immigrants who had been given amnesty under President Reagan’s 1986 Immigration
Reform and Control Act. I talked with the first generation of Americans who grew up using cell
phones and the Internet after the 1996 Telecommunications Act. I reported on poor people,
especially young minorities, who lost the right to welfare support because of the welfare-to-work
laws crafted by Republican House Speaker Newt Gingrich and President Clinton in the
1990s.Looking back, it seems that the folks I met through The Changing Face of America were
living out the theories of Buckminster Fuller and Ray Kurzweil, two futurists who have argued
that because of exponential leaps in technology and our understanding of biology, change is
coming at a faster rate now than ever before in human history. Kurzweil calls it the “law of
accelerating returns.” In a 2001 essay he wrote, “We won’t experience 100 years of progress in
the 21st century--it will be more like 20,000 years of progress (at today’s rate).”So how long ago
and far away is the America of 1776? How distant is the Founding Fathers’ America from the
reality of twenty-first-century America? I can only imagine how different the people I met while
working on that show would be if I reconnected with them today. Imagine the dizziness the
Founding Fathers would experience.The NPR series won critical acclaim. These stories of
change in American life from east to west, from urban to rural, and among young and old
reminded me that American life was being transformed in exponential leaps. As a journalist, I
was particularly alert to the new reality of fragmented politics and niche media. Experiences that
at one time served to unify large segments of the population, such as watching one of the three
network evening news programs, began to dissolve, with audiences for news programs breaking
into politically separate groups, listening to their preferred views on talk radio or watching
politically tilted cable news shows.Even the surge of American nationalism following the 9/11
attacks and the decision to go into two wars faded quickly. At first flags flew everywhere and



people stood to applaud the troops at sporting events. But as time passed the wars didn’t feel so
real anymore. No one was drafted. College campus protests like those that emerged in
opposition to the war in Vietnam never took place because the professional force fighting the
war and dying generally did not come from elite colleges--or colleges at all, for that
matter.Similarly, the once widespread trust in institutions began to slide. The public schools
suffered because of poor performance, the Catholic Church because of pedophile scandals.
Baseball stars found themselves before Congress, accused of cheating with performance-
enhancing steroids. Our confidence in the goodwill of Wall Street bankers and other financial
leaders eroded. Trust in the word of government officials fell when people found out they had
been misled about the presence of weapons of mass destruction in Iraq, and later when the
government was shown to be have been asleep at the switch when the economic crash came in
2008.As a black man, I was particularly struck that the once reliable framework of racial identity
in America--white majority and black minority dealing with the aftermath of slavery and legal
segregation--began to blur as Latinos and Asians began to exercise new cultural and economic
influence on the nation.For the next few years I continued filing away stories that fit the pattern of
these foundational shifts in American life. I wanted to weave this collection of colorful threads
into a vivid tapestry that revealed the new look of modern American life.What became clear to
me was that America was engaged in a new beginning. This was not the country where I grew
up. America has been reborn any number of times over the course of its existence. The
westward expansion, the Civil War, the New Deal--all had their turn at reinventing the country.
Here, at the beginning of the twenty-first century, I found myself looking at one of those
extraordinary moments of national transformation. A new America had emerged, at times
painfully bursting from past realities and shedding cultural norms, as it entered stage after stage
of uncertain change.To me, this radical transformation was something to celebrate. Yes, political
polarization and fear of rapid change were making people anxious. But overall, middle-class
Americans continued to enjoy a high standard of living compared to other people around the
globe. Plus the policies that forced people of color and women into subservience have all but
vanished. And we Americans have a chance to create, like artists with an untouched canvas, a
new, potentially better reality for ourselves.Then, in 2010, I had an epiphany that forced me to
look deeper at the radical changes taking place in the structure of the country. It began with that
year’s U.S. census report--an unlikely starting point for an epiphany. The census results on the
age of the American people jumped out at me. They showed that over a quarter of the American
population was younger than the age of eighteen.At first I didn’t believe it. But the census graphs
indicated that children, high school age or younger, made up the largest single cohort of any of
the demographic categories. I had thought people my age, baby boomers, accounted for the
lion’s share of the population. I had believed that the declining birth rate among whites should be
shrinking the number of young people. But the census told a different story. The influx of
immigrants with sky-high birth rates had created an incredibly young nation with a total
population of over 300 million American citizens.I remember expressing my shock at the young



age of the population to friends and fellow journalists and having them react with surprise at my
surprise. “Have you gone to the movies lately?” one fellow journalist asked. “Every other movie is
about vampires or zombie hunters. Whom do you think they’re being marketed to? They’re not
making movies for you and me, buddy. They’re made for those young people.” My wife asked me
if I had gone to the mall lately. The businesses that were bustling, even during the recession, she
informed me, sold clothing and accessories to young people--stores like J.Crew, H&M, and
Urban Outfitters. To my embarrassment, she told me that I’d have a hard time buying a pair of
jeans. The newer denim styles are designed to fit tight young bodies, she said with laughter;
older people have to shop for “comfort” jeans. And, she added, it’s obvious that merchants
understand how family life is changing. Busy moms no longer take charge of buying clothes for
their teenage children. Instead, parents give money to their children and let them go to the mall.It
occurred to me that to be a good journalist early in the twenty-first century I needed to better
understand young Americans. I wasn’t totally in the dark. I did know that younger voters,
especially first-time voters, constituted a crucial part of the coalition that elected Barack Obama
in 2008. According to exit polls, Obama carried two-thirds of the youth vote against Republican
John McCain--about 15 million ballots. Both Obama’s supporters and his critics described him
as a “rock star” because of his ability to connect with younger votes who had previously been
written off by politicians as too lazy and disengaged to show up at the polls on election day.
Obama attracted thousands of them at a time to his rallies and enthralled them, surrounding
himself with the kind of adoration you’d sooner associate with Taylor Swift. But I also had a
hunch that America’s youth-heavy population had affected more than Obama’s 2008 victory. I
needed to meet with these young people and listen to them to hear in their own words how they
see their role in this new American story. The rising social and economic power of young people
was intersecting with their growing political power.Read more
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RACHEL LLOYDGIRLSLIKEUSFighting for a World WhereGirls Are Not for Sale,an Activist
Finds Her Callingand Heals HerselfFor Falicia and Adam. I miss you both.To all the GEMS girls
and young women,past and present, who all hold a place in my heart.I love you more than you
will ever know.And to all the girls like us.Hang on to the world as it spins around.Just don’t let the
spin get you down.Things are moving fast.Hold on tight and you will last.Keep your self-respect,
your manly pride.Get yourself in gear.Keep your stride.Never mind your fears.Brighter days will
soon be here.Take it from me, someday we’ll all be free.Keep on walking tall, hold your head up
high.Lay your dreams right up to the sky.Sing your greatest song.And you’ll keep going, going
on.Just wait and see, someday we’ll all be free.Take it from me, someday we’ll all be free.—
DONNY HATHAWAY AND EDWARD HOWARD,“Someday We’ll All Be Free”ContentsCoverTitle
PagePrologueChapter 1 : LearningChapter 2 : RiskChapter 3 : FamilyChapter 4 :
RecruitmentChapter 5 : PimpsChapter 6 : JohnsChapter 7 : VictimsChapter 8 : CopsChapter 9 :
StayingChapter 10 : LeavingChapter 11 : RelapseChapter 12 : UnlearningChapter 13 :
StigmaChapter 14 : HealingChapter 15 : LeadershipChapter 16 :
BeginningsAcknowledgementsNotesCreditsAbout the AuthorAdditional Praise for GIRLS LIKE
USCopyrightAbout the PublisherPrologueShe likes swimming, SpongeBob, Mexican food,
writing poetry, getting her nails painted (light pink is her favorite color), and Harry Potter books
(plus she thinks Daniel Radcliffe is “fine”). This Christmas, she really wants an iPod but would
settle for some sweat suits, preferably pink. Sometimes she’s petulant—pouting and sullen—but
mostly she’s open and eager to be loved. When she smiles, huge dimples crease her chubby
face and are still capable, as she moves into awkward adolescence, of melting hearts. She’s
much like any other eleven-year-old girl in America, except for one critical difference. Over the
last year of her life, she’s been trafficked up and down the East Coast by a twenty-nine-year-old
pimp and sold nightly on Craigslist to adult men who ignore her dimples and her baby fat and
purchase her for sex.It’s late on a Friday night and I’m still in the office. As the executive director
of Girls Educational and Mentoring Services (GEMS)—the organization I founded to help girls
and young women who have been recruited and trafficked into the commercial sex industry—I
have a lot of late nights at the office. During the day, the office functions as a drop-in center, filled
with teenage girls who are meeting with their case managers, coming for poetry or cooking or a
boxing group, using the computers, or simply hanging out on our old and overused couch. It’s
frequently noisy; someone always needs something and while I love the energy of the space that
we’ve created, it can be tough to get much paperwork done in this environment. After-hours,
when all the girls and staff have left, is often my time to finish writing that grant that’s overdue or
respond to the never-ending stream of e-mails that I can never seem to stay on top of. Tonight,
though, I have no plans to be here till the wee hours; I’ve promised myself that I’m leaving in ten
minutes. The Soup is on and I have a new InStyle magazine to read. After a long day and a long
week, it’s a perfect Friday night plan.When the office phone starts ringing, I’m almost tempted to



ignore it and run out the door, but instead find myself answering and agreeing to a request to
come to a foster care agency to meet a fourteen-year-old who’s just been picked up off the
streets. Since we’re the only nonprofit in New York State designed to serve commercially
sexually exploited girls, calls like these are common. Tonight the on-call staff is already at home
in Brooklyn, so I figure it’s easier and quicker for me to just grab a cab downtown, do a quick
assessment, try to make the girl feel safe and comfortable, and then transfer the case on
Monday to one of my staff members. I figure I can still make it home in time for The Soup’s 1 a.m.
rerun and my weekly date with Joel McHale.Ten minutes after arriving at the agency, though, I’m
grouchy and wishing I actually had let the phone ring; the security guard gives me a hard time
about getting into the building and the two staff workers on duty act as if I’m invisible. I’m
deposited on a bench in the hallway by another staff person who then disappears for almost an
hour, time well spent writing furious e-mails in my head to the agency’s supervisor detailing what
constitutes an emergency call on a Friday night and what doesn’t.I’m struck as always by the
sterile, clinical atmosphere of the agency. This newly renovated center had been unveiled with
much fanfare from the city. In fairness, it stands in stark contrast to the prior building, which had
been Dickensian in its disrepair, yet I can’t help feeling that they’ve really missed the boat with
this new facility. Though it is clean, the harsh fluorescent lights and pale green walls, with the
long hallways decorated with nothing more than a few child abuse hotline posters, don’t really
add up to a warm feeling. I couldn’t imagine being a child who was brought here (actually, I could
and that was worse). If you ended up here, it was likely after repeated abuse or neglect. You
would probably just have been removed from your home, a terrifying experience even if you did
feel lucky to escape. Now you were in unfamiliar territory, with strangers, in one of the most child
unfriendly spaces in the city. I guess this thought had occurred to people other than me, because
at least the living areas for the infants and toddlers had a wall mural and some brightly colored
plastic furniture. Someone must have figured that the older kids didn’t need color or a
semblance of warmth, as the only thing that decorated the walls of the girls’ unit were some
pictures ripped out from Essence and Honey magazines. Clearly one of the staff had tried, but
the effort is almost comical: a few magazine pictures, curled at the edges, of happy black women
and girls, fashionable and beautiful, eating, laughing, celebrating life. I guess that a concerned
woman of color who worked there desperately wanted the children of color, the overwhelming
majority, who came through the doors to see images that looked like them in vastly different
circumstances. Yet the sparseness of the unit in contrast with the staged, golden-lit happiness of
the models makes their picture-perfect lives seem all the more unachievable and remote. I
decide to once again offer my five decorating cents (warmer, brighter paint; colorful pictures;
curtains; lamps; throw pillows) to the director before I leave.I sit there redecorating in my mind,
alternating between frustration (with waiting so bloody long) and sadness (that there even needs
to be a place where kids can go when they can’t live at home), when finally two staff workers
appear flanking a child, I presume the Danielle I’ve been told about, who is obviously fresh from
a shower. Her wet black hair is swept back into a ponytail framing a very pretty, slightly chubby,



but extremely pissed-off-looking face. I’d been informed that the clothes Danielle had been
wearing when she was brought in were considered “inappropriate,” so her new attire consists of
a plus-size shapeless black pantsuit, the type favored by larger women in their sixties and
probably purchased at Walmart or Talbots. The outfit swamps her short frame, her hands hidden
in the sleeves, the pants bagged around her ankles, creating a bizarre Aladdin look that is
enhanced by an incongruous pair of black open-toed heels. Despite encouragement from the
staff to put on socks and slippers, she has vehemently refused to let go of her shoes and clatters
down the hallway with the familiar gait of a girl whose feet are killing her.The staff members
introduce me to Danielle as “someone who wants to talk to you,” which unsurprisingly is met with
a completely disinterested look from her, and then leave us alone in the interview room. Given
the staff’s bored and vague introduction, I figure I’ll give it another go.“Hey, my name’s Rachel
and I’m from a program called GEMS that works with teenage girls who’ve been in the life, and
I’m just here to see how we can support and help you. I know you’ve had a pretty rough day, how
are you doing tonight?”Pause. Silence. Danielle sits eyeing me warily, with her arms folded tightly
across her chest.“Guess they didn’t tell you I was coming, huh?” I roll my eyes at the door.
Cheap trick, bond against the system when all else fails. Silence.“I’m just here to talk to you a
little bit and see if there’s anything we can do. I’m not from the cops or child welfare or anything
like that. What you tell me will be confidential.”Silence. If she is at all relieved that I’m not a cop,
she doesn’t show it.“You know, the reason I started GEMS is cos I used to be in the life, too, so I
wanted to have a place for girls who’d been through the same thing.”Silence. That admission
normally at least provoked a question: “Really, miss? How old was you?” “What track you
worked?” “You had a daddy?” But nothing, not even a raised eyebrow or a show of interest.“Can
you tell me what brought you here today?”Silence. This is a little tougher than I’d expected or, to
be honest, wanted, particularly at the end of a long week. A lot of girls I encountered in these
situations started chatting right away and it was harder getting them to be quiet.“So I know that
your name’s Danielle. Can I ask how old you are?”I’d already been told over the phone by the
intake worker that she is fourteen and it is a close-ended question (bad move in the counseling
process), but I’m not really getting anywhere so I figure that this will at least get her to
respond.She breaks her silence. “Eleven.”I’m so mentally prepared for a different answer that it
takes a moment to register.Double take.“I’m sorry, how old?”“Eleven.”“Really?” I say, with far too
much incredulity in my voice, and, I’m sure, on my face. Wow . . . dumb response.She looks at
me like I’m a little dense and just nods.I wonder if perhaps she is lying. Lots of girls lied about
their age in order to be older but I’d never met anyone who’d lied to be younger. While it probably
isn’t hard to believe that one of the staff had erroneous information, I really don’t want to believe
what she is telling me. Fourteen was bad enough, but eleven?I try again, desperate to find her
mistaken. “What’s your date of birth, hon?”“Twelve, eleven, ninety-five.”Yup, we are in June 2007.
I take a hard look at her, past the shapeless outfit and the wary eyes, to the puppy fat and the
fear, and I know that she is telling the truth. I want to throw up. I can’t seem to find my protective
wall, my shut-down switch that ten years of working with sexually exploited children has taught



me to internally access. Meeting girls ages twelve, thirteen, fourteen years old had become
routine, however sad and horrific. But eleven? Not even a teenager, still very much a child. A
child being bought by adults? Shit. I’m hoping that the Port Authority police were wrong and that
she hadn’t really been sold as they suspected.A million emotions jostle for control, but since I’m
in a session, I try not to feel anything. If I act shocked or horrified, which of course I am, she
might think that I’m horrified by her instead of for her and shut down even more than she is now. I
pull myself together for the moment and continue the interview. I ask a few more basic questions
and she continues to give one-word answers, arms still firmly crossed. I’m still struggling and
beginning to get a little frustrated with myself. My engagement skills are pretty dead-on,
normally, and yet I’m being outwitted by an eleven-year-old. I feel old and out of practice as I
struggle to connect with this child. And then somehow it just comes, somewhere between asking
her about music (and gratuitously throwing in Beyoncé and Jay-Z to earn some cool points . . .
listening to Hot 97 pays off when you work with teens) and talking about our organization’s
upcoming summer trip to Great Adventure amusement park. Slowly her arms begin to relax and
eventually drop to her sides and I learn that she likes swimming, wants to be a singer, and
enjoys writing lyrics. I also learn that she has a boyfriend, who’s twenty-nine. She fingers the
costume jewelry around her neck. “He gave me this,” she says as she leans forward to proudly
show me a heart necklace made from what looks like pink glass. She vigorously denies that he
knew she was eleven (despite the fact that I haven’t asked), and claims he thought she was
eighteen. I nod as if I believe her, but I’m not convinced.She warms up as we talk about safer
subjects but when I begin to bring up the circumstances that led her to the Port Authority Bus
Terminal, the wariness comes back. She’s been well trained to give standard answers (her
boyfriend didn’t know her age, she was just in D.C. visiting family, she has no idea why the cops
thought she’d been sold) but it doesn’t take long to engage her in conversation about hotels in
D.C. I throw out a couple of generic chain names and she’s excited to tell me which ones she’s
stayed in, all the while adamantly sticking to her story that she was just “hanging out, chillin” in
the hotels with “friends.”“Do you know the Days Inn on Connecticut Ave?”She nods proudly. “Uh-
huh, I stayed there one time.”“You know how I know that hotel?” She shakes her head, interested
in spite of herself.“Well, remember how I told you that the program I run works with girls who’ve
been in the life? One night, we got a call from a girl that we knew and she was in D.C., but her
man—” I pause. “Her pimp was beating her and she was scared to leave cos she had her baby
with her. So me and one of my staff drove down in the middle of the night and ran in and got her
out.”Her eyes are widening.“It was kinda crazy and a really long drive. We pulled over and fell
asleep on the way and got yelled at by some cops who woke us up.”I pantomime being woken
up unexpectedly, and Danielle laughs aloud.“Anyway, that’s how I know that hotel and that whole
strip. It’s kinda rough over there. You weren’t scared when you stayed there?”“Nope.” Danielle
makes her best tough-girl face to demonstrate how unscared she was. “I kept weapons, in case
the tricks acted up. So I wasn’t never scared of them. They stupid. Especially the white ones.
They be the ones that want to do the dirty stuff but I wasn’t having none of that. . . .”And finally,



Danielle begins to tell me about her experiences in the sex industry. Now she’s animated,
confident to be the expert, schooling me on which johns are the best paying, which hotels are
the nicest, which tricks you have to be careful of. I’m trying to reconcile what she is saying with
the fact that I know that she’s eleven and a minute ago we were talking about her favorite rides at
Great Adventure, but I can’t. She asks me about other hotels in Virginia and Maryland, naming
districts I’ve never heard of, showing off her newfound knowledge as a seasoned traveler. Any
hope or wishful thinking that Danielle has not been in the sex industry is pretty much crushed.
She’s been trafficked up and down the East Coast from Holiday Inns to Best Westerns by her
boyfriend, who bought her a cheap heart-shaped necklace and, no doubt, the stilettos on her
feet.I want to cry.I ask again about safety on the streets. Regardless of her bravado and claims, I
know how dangerous the tracks are for any girl, let alone one this young.“Oh, I didn’t work the
track.” She looks slightly disdainful. “I worked through the computer. I had ads.”I take a guess.
“Craigslist?” She nods approvingly.“Yup. That’s how you do it now.” A nineties baby sold cyber-
style.I flash to men sitting, pointing, and clicking to buy girls, not caring who they really are.
Turning up at Danielle’s hotel room, not seeing or caring how old she really is.Now that we’re
apparently engaging in an open conversation, I’m curious how she met her pimp, although I’m
still careful to follow her lead and call him her boyfriend.“My sister introduced us. He was friends
with her boyfriend.” She leans forward, confidentially. “Her and my other sister do the same thing
that you and me did,” she whispers.“How old are your sisters, hon?”“Elizabeth’s fourteen and
Annette’s sixteen.”The room just keeps getting smaller and smaller and I feel like I need air,
immediately. A family of girls sold? On the Internet? I don’t know if I still want to cry or throw the
institutional beige couch at the institutional green walls. I take a deep breath.“That must be really
tough for you, hon. It seems like you’ve had a lot to deal with in your life.”She shrugs, but then
looks sad. “I miss my mom,” she says quietly.“I know, sweetie, I know.” Except this time I really
don’t.After we wrap up the interview (Danielle actually gives me an awkward, brief hug when I
leave), and I give my basic assessment (PTSD, needs far more support than the foster care
agency can give), I rush out, unable to stay in the building one second more. I find myself
walking along 8th Avenue with tears streaming down my face. I’ve walked forty blocks, enraged,
before I realize that my sandals are cutting into my feet and creating blisters across my toes. I
just can’t go home, though. My original Friday night plans are dead. I need to process. I need to
breathe.I sit down at a sidewalk table at an almost deserted Italian restaurant and immediately
order a glass of wine. I drink my first glass like a shot of liquor before the waiter comes back to
take my order. From my outdoor seat, I watch the Upper West Side Friday night crowd walking
by, girls in groups, couples old and new, solos coming from the gym. I fight the urge to interrupt
their leisurely night out. “Do you have any idea what kind of world we live in? Children are being
sold!” I want to yell, perhaps for the more placid ones a vigorous shake of the shoulders. I’m
disgusted by their ignorance, by their carefree attitudes. I feel ridiculously and irrationally angry
at the whole world. I rapid-dial three friends back-to-back and effectively ruin their Friday nights
by unleashing all the vehemence and frustration that I’ve just carried forty blocks. “Eleven?” I



hear each of them say incredulously in succession. “Yeah, eleven.” If I say it enough, maybe it
will feel better.Righteous anger and honest sadness apparently take a couple more glasses of
wine to temper. I feel woozy and numb, which was definitely the plan, and the desire to accost
perfect strangers subsides. I take a cab home and think I’m sufficiently zoned out to sleep
soundly, to leave the day behind, and yet I cannot shake Danielle’s face. It stays with me,
guarded and silent, as I try to fall asleep. When I dream that night, I’m chasing her, trying to
protect her against some shadowy, dream-real, unspecified threat, and yet I can’t save her, and
each time she slips from my grasp and closer toward the shadows.The trafficking and
exploitation of children for sex is a global problem. UNICEF, the international nongovernmental
organization for the protection of children, estimates that 1.2 million children and youth are
commercially sexually exploited each year worldwide. While globalization has led to an
increased number of children and adults who are traded and trafficked internationally, and to a
growing business of sex tourists who journey to developing countries for the sole purpose of
purchasing sex, the majority of sexual exploitation occurs within a country’s own borders and
involves native children and women with native men. Places like Thailand and the Philippines
are often pointed to as the worst offenders, yet the issue affects every continent, particularly
those regions that are already vulnerable due to war, famine, and natural disasters. In recent
years, people have paid increased attention to the plight of trafficking victims and a growing
awareness that slavery, in multiple forms, still exists.Yet it’s easier to imagine a Danielle on the
streets of Calcutta, or in a brothel on the border of the Czech Republic, than to imagine her
waiting for a man on the bright, floral, polyester bedspread at some motel in Virginia. Easier, too,
to think of her story as an unfortunate but isolated incident, rather than a story representative of
potentially hundreds of thousands of children and youth throughout the United States. Yet
according to a 2001 University of Pennsylvania study, an estimated 200,000 to 300,000
adolescents are at risk for commercial sexual exploitation in the United States each year.When I
tell people that the agency that I run serves over three hundred girls a year in the New York City
metro area alone who’ve been trafficked for sexual purposes, they’re invariably stunned. When I
tell them that the girls and young women we serve are predominately U.S. citizens, their shock
and sympathy turn to utter incomprehension. “How?” “What do you mean? “From here?” “How?”
“Where?” To talk about trafficking conjures images of Thai girls in shackles, Russian girls held at
gunpoint by the mob, illegal border crossings, fake passports, and captivity. It seems ludicrous
and unthinkable that it’s happening in America to American children.It’s often not until you
explain that this phenomenon is what is commonly called “teen prostitution” that recognition
dawns. “Oh, that . . . but that’s different. Teen prostitutes choose to be doing that; aren’t they
normally on drugs or something?” In under three minutes, they’ve gone from sympathy to
confusion to blame. Not because the issue is any different, not because the violence isn’t as
real, not because the girls aren’t as scared, but simply because borders haven’t been crossed,
simply because the victims are American.I’m not sure why Danielle’s story particularly got to me
that night. After all, this is what I do. I’ve spent the last thirteen years of my life working with girls



just like Danielle, girls who’ve been bought and sold. I don’t cry after meeting every girl I meet,
nor do I drink several glasses of wine after every tough story. Over the years, I’ve learned to
develop some distance, a basic ability to hear, to absorb varying levels of horrific detail without
taking it all home with me every night. As any cop, emergency worker, or first-line responder will
tell you, sometimes something unexpectedly sneaks in, getting through the wall that you’ve so
carefully constructed in order to stay sane. Perhaps what got to me was the ease with which
men had been able to buy Danielle, right there on their laptops. No lurking about in the streets,
no curb-crawling in shady areas. They bought sex online from a child like they were paying a bill,
ordering a pair of shoes, booking a vacation. Perhaps it was the insidious nature of her
recruitment, the fact that she never stood a chance. A foster care kid, bounced from place to
place, with two “older” sisters who had also been trafficked. Or was it the cheap necklace that
she so lovingly fondled and the realization of how easy it had been for this adult man to lure her,
to seduce her, to become her “boyfriend.” Maybe it was the fact that just a month before I had
met her, the New York State Senate had refused to pass a bill that would have created services
and support for girls just like her, who were normally treated as criminals, not victims. Perhaps
what cracked my armor that night was her age. Even though I frequently recited the statistic that
the estimated median age of entry into the commercial sex industry was between twelve and
fourteen years old, and had worked with lots of very young girls over the years, there was
something about her eleven-year-old puppy fat, her love of roller-coaster rides, that shook
me.Ultimately, it was all of it. Meeting Danielle that night was a harsh reminder of how much work
there was still to do. All the work I’d done for the last thirteen years, everything I’d committed my
life to, still wasn’t enough. I thought back to my arrival in New York in August 1997, a wide-eyed
and eager-to-help twenty-two-year-old. Danielle was about to turn two years old. When I was
meeting sixteen-, seventeen-, and eighteen-year-old girls who’d been raped, tortured, bought,
and sold, Danielle was still a toddler, perhaps still sucking her thumb, learning to talk. I can see
her, a chubby baby, all curly hair and smiles. A few months later, just after her second birthday,
Danielle would be placed in the foster care system, due to her mother’s substance abuse.
Danielle would never get to live at home again but she would search for a family in the arms of a
man she now calls Daddy, whom she tells me she feels “connected” to. As I started GEMS,
learning how to run a program, getting my first office space, Danielle was bouncing from foster
home to foster home. As GEMS began to grow, hiring staff, adding programs, Danielle was
being groomed and prepared for her recruitment into the sex industry. As I started to feel as
though we finally were making progress, Danielle was being sold to her first “customer.” As I
advocated for change in New York State laws, Danielle’s pimp was beating her with a belt and
leaving scars across her back.I felt like the little Dutch boy with his finger in a dam. No matter
how hard I tried, it didn’t prevent a whole new generation of children from being bought and sold,
from being ignored and vilified by their families, the system, the media, the legislature. Just
around the corner were the next round of Danielles, girls who didn’t know what a pimp was,
didn’t know what a track was, girls who hadn’t been trafficked yet.That night it seemed



insurmountable, a Sisyphean task that I’d never be able to conquer. Yet in the light of the next
morning, as I prepared to visit Danielle again, I reminded myself that progress had been made.
The cops she’d met that night hadn’t arrested her on prostitution charges, and although that
outcome wasn’t the norm for the majority of trafficked girls, it did indicate that there were law
enforcement officers who really believed that these girls were victims. The foster care agency
had actually called GEMS, a huge step forward, and they’d even described her as an “exploited
child,” not a “prostitute.” A few years earlier that would have been unthinkable. It was major
progress that GEMS even existed, that there was even an organization to call. When I started
GEMS as an unlikely and unprepared executive director, I really had no clue about what I was
doing. Yet I’d still managed to create something that continued to benefit and serve girls all these
years later. It was for girls like Danielle that I’d founded GEMS, when all I really had to offer in the
beginning was compassion and love. I remembered how important that still was, even in the face
of the overflowing dam. I decided to pick up a journal and some SpongeBob socks on the way to
see Danielle. It would not solve the problem but it would make her smile, and for today, that
would have to be enough.Chapter 1LearningChild sexual exploitation is the most hidden formof
child abuse in the United States and North America today.It is the nation’s least recognized
epidemic.—Dr. Richard J. Estes, University of PennsylvaniaFALL 1997, NEW YORK CITYAs
soon as I step through the gates of Rikers Island, the air seems to change. If air can smell
oppressed, thick and heavy with misery, this is pretty much it. I feel like I’m suffocating. Rikers is
the world’s largest penal colony, encompassing its 413-acre island and housing over fourteen
thousand inmates on any given day, and going there is not a trip to be taken lightly. Once that
heavy door slams behind you, visitor’s pass or not, there’s a sinking sensation that you’ll never
be able to leave. On all my visits, I slide my bag onto the X-ray machine, get yelled at by a guard
for putting it on the wrong way/too soon/too late/something, try not to be bothered that even as a
visitor I am treated like an inmate, and pray that I haven’t forgotten to take any change out of my
pockets before I get humiliated by the guard again. Getting in, while I’m sure not quite as
arduous as trying to actually get out of Rikers, is an ordeal in itself. Once inside, getting to the
high school for the adolescent girls is even harder. While it is less than a two-minute walk from
the inside gate to the school, you can potentially wait an hour for a “ride,” a guard to escort you,
as is required for visitors. The general rule of thumb is that male guards will escort you, not
female guards. In a women’s facility, female guards outnumber the male ones, so there is a lot of
waiting quietly on the bench for someone to take pity on you and walk you a hundred-yard
distance. Impatience gets you yelled at, as does requesting the front gate guard to assist you. So
I shut up and wait.I’d been coming to Rikers to do outreach for a few months and was getting
used to the routine. At first, the walk through the jail had intimidated me. On my first day, a few
leers from some of the women, curious stares, and a couple of mean looks had my heart
pumping. My ideas about women’s prison came primarily from the Australian soap opera
Prisoner: Cell Block H, a female version of Oz in which characters were disposed of weekly in all
types of violent ways. Perhaps I’d be shanked; perhaps there’d be a riot and I’d be killed by COs



by mistake. There were endless variations of the bloody-end-in-jail theme, but after my first
presentation to a group of adults in the drug unit, the fear left and all that remained was sadness
and a sense of hopelessness. Women in their thirties and forties stuck in a revolving door of
addiction and jail, women in their sixties who should have been spending time with their
grandchildren instead of facing yet another incarceration, women in their twenties who looked so
much older, just starting out on their path already branded with a record. I quickly grew to have
empathy for these women, understood that our lives could have been reversed, that it was a
major miracle that I wasn’t stuck in the jail cycle myself. At one time, during my teenage years, I’d
even considered going to prison a badge of honor, a way of proving myself. I’d taken the risks,
hadn’t “grassed,” and had even been willing to take a multiple-year sentence for my bank robber
boyfriend. It turned out, though, despite my loyalty and Bonnie and Clyde mentality, that the
police had scant evidence on me and then had violated my rights as a juvenile, thereby ensuring
that the charges were eventually dropped. My time in jail had ultimately amounted to a couple of
overnights for theft and three days for the bank robbery conspiracy, and even that had been
limited to being held in the bookings of our downtown local precinct. The older I’d gotten, the
less jail had seemed like a good idea, until I simply stopped doing things that might’ve sent me
there. Still, though I had no legitimate jail experience to speak of, I did know what addiction felt
like, both to substances and men. I knew what it felt like to live on the edges of society, to feel
hopeless and to be homeless. I understood confusing domestic violence with love and always
having to hustle to make the next buck (or in my case, pound). Once I shared my story with the
women, they’d shown me so much love that there was nothing left to be scared of. Now as I
walked down the hallways, I’d see a few familiar faces who would greet me respectfully. “Hey,
miss. You coming to see us today?”“Nah, adolescents. Friday I’ll be there.”“Good. Those little
bitches need somebody to talk to. They hardheaded.”I laughed. The older women were forever
complaining about the teenagers, but even in the way they’d called them little bitches,
knuckleheads, them loose asses, there was maternal concern and identification. They could see
themselves at that age, remember what it was like to think they knew it all only to discover twenty
years later that there was nothing cute about being in jail. Even when I would do street outreach
at night, the older women would point me in the direction of a younger girl and say, “She’s a kid,
she needs help. You should talk to her.”Implicit in their admonishments to focus on the younger
girls was the unspoken belief that it was too late for them, but that there was still hope for her/
them/those little bitches. In fairness, too, I knew that while the women who knew my story both
accepted and respected me on some level, I was still some fresh-faced twenty-two-year-old
without a criminal record, without decades of substance abuse, without kids I’d lost to the
system. I did my best not to come across as a know-it-all, a kid who’d gotten lucky and who was
now, as my own grandmother used to say, “trying to teach my grandmother to suck eggs.” Some
of the women I worked with had daughters older than me; most had addictions older than me. So
I understood why they pushed me toward the teenagers though inside I felt a little relieved, but
also a little guilty, that I, too, felt more optimism and passion for the adolescents and young



adults than perhaps I did for them.That fall of 1997, the best-known British import to these
teenagers is, sadly, the Spice Girls, who’ve just come out with their movie and yet another stuck-
in-your-head song. With my long dark hair in a ponytail and my accent, according to the girls, I
look “just like Sporty Spice, miss.” I’m not thrilled about being compared to the Spice Girl I think
is the most awkward-looking, but after my initial horror, I see it as a workable hook. The girls are
excited about this tenuous connection to a pop group, so I play it up and do my best British
accent. “Say blah, blah girl power. Pleeeeeeease, miss.” There’s a chorus of plaintive “please”s
and “yeah, do it”s, so I oblige the fans, giving the peace sign as I’ve seen on the group’s
ubiquitous commercials. The crowd goes wild. “Do it again, do it again.” Although we started out
with a group of just three or four girls, they’re now calling their friends, “Ay yo, come listen to the
lady that talks like a Spice Girl.” Just another day at Rikers Island High School for Girls. One of
the most notorious and largest jails in the country, and here I am Spice Girling it up, using my
accent to the max. I had just started coming to the high school and had run a couple of small
groups with some girls who’d been identified by the social worker as “really needing to talk to
you,” plus a few individual sessions. That day I am doing a presentation for all the girls and the
teaching staff and I’m nervous. The girls are loud and raucous, nothing like the boot-camp-
trained adult women who lockstep in single file, sit quietly, and apparently recite the Serenity
Prayer at every opportunity. These high school adolescents are sixteen to twenty-one and are
charged with everything from shoplifting to murder although most, I’ll learn, are in for some type
of drug charge, invariably holding for, copping for, or trafficking for a man or a boy who has
escaped prosecution and is now suddenly too busy to visit or send commissary money. The
classroom is packed, standing room only, and now, after a few months of speaking to the adult
women, I’ve gotten more comfortable at telling my story. Over the years I’ll learn to edit out more
and more to preserve my own sanity and to avoid some of the offensive and often stupid
questions that will inevitably come up. But these are the early days, so after I’ve told my story in
much of its raw and painful detail, the stupid questions come and, interestingly, none of them are
from the girls. I try to deflect a few of the more offensive remarks coming from the teachers, and
mercifully the girls jump in to save me from more embarrassment, with sincere, thoughtful
questions and comments. The whole group is quiet and subdued; a few girls are sniffling, trying
to be unobtrusive with their tears.“Miss, do you and your moms get along now? Cos me and my
moms is still beefing cos she getting high again.”“Yo, did you ever hear from your pimp again? Is
he sorry?”I answer the questions as honestly and carefully as I can and as I do, the girls begin to
share their own stories, their own pain. The teachers are quiet.“I got abused, miss, when I was
little and now I just be so fuckin angry at men and I can’t help it.”“I’ve been in foster care since I
was five and my family knows I’m locked up and they don’t even visit.”“My boyfriend tried to
shoot me and I grabbed the gun and now I’m here cos I shot him by accident. But he was
beating me every day and I was scared of him. I don’t understand why they didn’t lock him up
before this all happened. I didn’t mean to kill him, I just wanted him to stop.”Girls are crying as
they speak. The girls sitting next to them cry, too; their backs are rubbed, some



compassionately, some awkwardly. Soon most everyone in the room is crying. I’m wiping away
tears, too, as the group continues. Teachers drift out quietly and yet the girls don’t want to move.
Something’s happening in the room that was unforeseeable an hour ago when the rowdy,
boisterous group had sauntered their way in pushing, cursing, cracking on each other. The room
has let down its guard, without the defenses, the anger, the front that has been carefully erected
often for years prior to their incarceration, if not hastily built as soon as they hit the island.
“Weakness” is not accepted in an adult correctional facility, despite the fact that most of these
girls are not even of the age of majority and should be experiencing high school in a very
different environment. Yet here we sit together listening, allowing each other to share raw
emotions, to be scared, to be hurt, to be girls just for a few minutes. Even in my naïveté, I’m clear
that once we leave this room their defensive fronts have to return, which is perhaps why they
seem so reluctant to leave.A girl with a scarf covering her mousy hair and pockmarked skin
who’s been sitting near the front, tears streaming, finally speaks.“I’ve been in the life too—I was
on heroin, and I had a man who was pimping me out to everyone to buy drugs. I can relate to
what you were saying about nearly dying cos I nearly died too. They tied me up in a bathtub and
stabbed me in the head with a screwdriver.”She leans forward and pulls her hair back. The
wounds are horrific—fresh and red; her whole head is littered with lumps of raw flesh and there’s
a collective gasp from the rest of the group.“I thought I was going to die, but somehow I lived and
managed to get out. And now I feel like you came here for a reason to tell me that I was
supposed to live. I never heard no one talk about this stuff, about the stuff you did, that I did.” She
chokes up. “I’m glad you came.”The room murmurs assent and I’m choking up, too.A petite
Latina with long black curls, who’s been the most silent and reserved of the whole group, finally
speaks up and looks directly at me. “She’s right, you was sent here, miss, for us. God sent you.
Everyone else, the counselors and stuff, they can be nice, but they had a luv-luv life. You feel
me? A luv-luv life, they read about the shit we went through in some book—that’s good ’n’ all but
you lived this shit. It’s different, your life was like ours, some the same, some different but you
been there, you feel me? And look, you came all the way from a whole nother country to here. To
New York, to Rikers! That’s kinda crazy, if you think about it, you feel me? So that’s why I know.
God sent you. To us. To help us be strong. To let us know we not alone and we can be all right
too.” She finishes her pronouncement and sits back in her original spot against the wall.Later I’ll
learn her name, Miranda, and that she’s incarcerated for murder. Over the months that she’s
incarcerated, before she’s finally sentenced and sent upstate, we’ll connect occasionally but
we’ll never be particularly close, yet her words will reverberate for months and then years to
come. I’ll never really hear the term luv-luv life again but it will stay in my mind as a perfect
description of those who seem untouched by life’s horrors and tragedies, for whom childhood
memories conjure up joy and innocence, for whom the thought of family evokes comfort and
safety and for whom the word love remains undistorted and untainted by disappointment, by
violence, by fear. Over the years I won’t meet many girls who’ve had luv-luv lives, yet thanks to
Miranda, I’ll remember that that’s the whole point of my being here.For most first-time visitors to



New York City, there are a few essential tourist spots: the Statue of Liberty, the Empire State
Building, Rockefeller Center, Times Square. However, for the first six months that I live in New
York, the only place I can cross off my “must-see” list is Times Square and that is only because,
at the time, it was still home to a burgeoning sex industry. My list of places visited went
something like this:Hunts Point market—creepy industrial area at night in the BronxLong Island
City/Queensboro Plaza (under the bridge)—creepy industrial area at night in QueensFlatlands—
creepy area at night in BrooklynA few other assorted deserted areasA youth homeless
shelterRikers Island jailI came to New York City in August 1997 to work as a missionary for an
agency that works with adult women in the commercial sex industry, a job I’ve obtained not
based on my sparse résumé, which consists of being a waitress and a nanny, but rather on my
rare admission that I’ve worked in the sex industry, too. Given that I have moved from Germany
to the States for work, I don’t really expect to be living it up in tourist hot spots, but I don’t know
that I’m really prepared for night after night of street outreach to some of New York’s most
notorious tracks. The first night in Hunts Point, located in the poorest congressional district in the
country, the South Bronx, I’m horrified by the quiet, deserted industrial landscape. All I can think
as I drive around is serial killer’s paradise. So many dead-end streets, Dumpsters, the absence
of streetlights, no one around for miles to hear you scream. Over the next few years, the
Disneyfication of Times Square pushes sex stores, strip clubs, and the street-based sex industry
farther and farther into neighborhoods like this, areas where no tourists from Iowa want to visit
and residents’ concerns about crime and safety are largely ignored.It is in these dark, desolate
areas that I do outreach, talking to women and girls on the street, although in the beginning,
these conversations are often fairly one-sided.“Hey, how you doing?”“Would you like some hot
chocolate/coffee/candy/a toiletry pack?”“So, my name’s Rachel. . . . I’m from an agency that
works with women on the street.”Often they ignore me, so casually and easily, as if I am simply
an annoying fly that is buzzing near their ear. Sometimes they give me the once-over and weigh
up quickly that this little girl with a funny accent isn’t po-lice and doesn’t have much to really
offer. And once in a while, on a slow night, they begin to talk to me and I learn names, street
names but still; whether they have children and where they got that cute jacket/shoes/earrings. It
isn’t deep but it’s a start. The more I’m out there, though, the more they learn about my story. And
soon they introduce me to others, particularly the younger girls. I learn not to bother them too
much on a busy night, to be aware if we are being observed by their pimps, to not take up too
much of their time if we are. For months, the only people I really meet are girls and women who
are being sold on the streets.Nights are for street outreach. Daytimes I go to detention centers,
shelters, and Rikers, where the girls and women who come in are scorned by staff and the other
residents or inmates alike.“Whatcha daddy gonna do for you now, huh?”“Nasty ho.”If the other
girls and women didn’t know what the girl was in for, the guards or staff made sure to announce
it. To have been on the street, to be in “the life,” as the girls called it, was to be on the lowest rung.
It didn’t matter how old they were; they were shunned and mocked as dirty, nasty, hos, whores,
hookers, dumb bitches. In this environment, it is jarring to go public for the first time about my



own experiences: The looks, the snide comments—particularly from the adults, who are
supposed to know better—make me flush with shame and cry at night. It isn’t surprising to me
then that the girls go back to the familiar, where they are at least accepted, even if that means
being sold and abused. Most of them really didn’t have anywhere else to go. The girls are
surprised, and then relieved, when they realize I won’t judge them. In the beginning, simply not
judging them and my own story are about all I have to give, and while we develop some good
relationships, I know that I have to be able to offer them more.The first girl that I really work with
one-on-one is Melissa, a strikingly beautiful seventeen-year-old who towers over me even in her
sneakers. Melissa is an angry young woman who is often frustrated by my lack of knowledge
about the welfare system, the housing system, the subway system, and anything else even
remotely useful. I’m woefully naive in thinking that I just need to be supportive and caring and
offer encouraging platitudes, which Melissa often throws back in my face as she struggles to
leave her one-year-old daughter’s father, who has also been her pimp since she was fourteen.
With Melissa, I negotiate the bureaucratic nightmares that are endemic to every public system
and grow angry right along with her that caseworkers look bored with her plight and have no
answers for her situation. It is on these long, tedious trips to the clinic, to the welfare office, to the
housing offices that we begin to bond, albeit reluctantly on Melissa’s part. While she and I share
a common understanding about the general workings of the life, she is frequently impatient,
often downright scornful, of my lack of knowledge about street slang—“What’s the track?”
“What’s a wife-in-law?”—and the intricate rules of “the game.” “Why do you have to walk in the
street and not on the sidewalk?” “Why can’t you look a man in his face?” Melissa becomes my
teacher, and I begin to make the connections between the things that I’d experienced and the
stories she’s telling me. The area where girls worked on the street is called the track; the girls I
tried to recruit to work for my “boyfriend” would’ve been my wives-in-law; the money I had to give
my “boyfriend” was my quota; oh, and my boyfriend, yeah, he was actually a pimp. This was
probably one of the hardest things for me to verbalize and it would take a while for me to really
accept that reality.Jennifer, my next tutor, is a moonfaced Latina who would call me at 6 a.m.
after a beating. I’d meet her at the train station and let her sleep on my couch. After a night or
two, Jennifer would find her way back to her pimp, although eventually she stayed with me three,
four nights, then for almost two weeks as I searched desperately for a program out of state that
would take her. From Jennifer I learn that leaving the life takes practice, that girls need to try
multiple times without having someone give up on them.Tiffany, who weighed about eighty
pounds, ran up a ridiculous phone bill at our office calling psychic hotlines. Her pimp had cut off
half of her hair and it was so badly matted that I had to take her to the hair salon to have her
head almost completely shaved. No program would take Tiffany: She didn’t have a drug
problem, a prerequisite for most programs that cater to her age. One night she disappeared for a
few hours and returned proudly announcing that she’d smoked crack and was now eligible for
the drug program, but we had to hurry cos she wasn’t sure how long it would be in her system.
From Tiffany I learn how few resources are available to meet the needs of these girls, and how



few people understand what they’ve experienced.I meet Aisha at Rikers. One day she rolls up a
leg of her sweatpants to show me the crude tattoo of her pimp’s name that he’d hand-carved into
her inner thigh as he sat between her legs holding a gun to her head. From Aisha I learn about
the systematic violence of pimps, and make the connections to my own experiences. Kimmie,
who is stabbed in the vagina by a group of men and left to die in the street, reminds me about
the violence of johns.Then there’s Katherine, my first successful intervention, which I can’t really
take full credit for. Katherine—soft-spoken, with delicate features—and I spend a couple of court-
mandated days together and then talk on the phone a few times before she decides to return to
her family in Houston. She goes back to school and eventually gets a Realtor’s license.
Throughout it all she sends me cards and e-mails thanking me for our brief time together. I post
her picture proudly over my desk. Katherine, I believe, comes into my life simply to encourage
me that support does make a difference.Mostly, though, it is just tough, sad work. I listen and
listen to story after story of fatherless girls; motherless daughters; parents lost to the streets;
drugs; prison; domestic violence turned murder; sexual abuse by an uncle, a cousin, a neighbor,
a teacher; running away; being put in foster care; meeting a man—that was central to every story
—meeting a man who made promises, who made them feel safe. After a while, everywhere I
look I see pain. Every teenage girl on the subway is a victim, or at least a potential victim. Every
man, particularly middle-aged white men, the ones I most closely associated with johns, is a
predator. I am both numb and oversensitive, overwhelmed by the need, the raw and desperate
need of the girls I am listening to and trying to help. I’m overdosing on the trauma of others, while
still barely healing from my own.I cry for hours at home and have fitful nights of little sleep. My
nightmares resurface as my own pain is repeated to me, magnified a thousand times. It feels
insurmountable. How can you save everyone? How can you rescue them? How do you get over
your pain? How do you ever feel normal?I don’t have many answers, for myself or for the girls.
So I listen and listen, doing my best to learn as much as I can, to make the connections, to be
open and honest about my own experiences, to be sincere, to love them and not judge. And
while that isn’t much to offer, it becomes the basis for some amazing relationships. I learn to be
honest during that first year about what I can’t specifically relate to; while we share many
common experiences, I can never claim to have lived someone else’s life. I wasn’t and never will
be a thirteen-year-old black girl from Bed-Stuy who is sitting in a juvenile detention center. I have
experienced different privileges and supports that sometimes leave me with a sense of
survivor’s guilt. Yet still, despite the difference in cultures and even continents, in ethnicities and
slang, threatened with guns or threatened with knives, sold in a club or sold on the street, our
experiences are consistently more similar than different. The themes are common: the lack of
family support; the need for love and attention; the early stages that felt almost good; the pain
that kept us trapped; and the long, slow journey back to life, feeling all the while that we’d never
quite be normal, that we’d never fit in—a message reiterated through family, through loved ones,
through society’s view of us. Over and over it is clear for all of us that our backgrounds had
prepared us for this. In one way or another, through abuse, neglect, abandonment, we’d been



primed for predatory men, for an industry that would use us up and spit us out.Every new
encounter provides a new mirror for me to view my own experiences through, and there is a level
of selfishness during this period as I hunger to understand more about the girls’ lives in order to
understand mine. If I could figure out what had happened to them, perhaps I had a better chance
of explaining it all to myself.Chapter 2RiskThere can be no keener revelation of a society’s
soulthan the way in which it treats its children.—Nelson MandelaWINTER 1989, ENGLANDMy
room is the “isolation” room, windowed on three sides, where children who have contagious
diseases and require constant supervision from the nurses are kept. Yet as our local hospital
does not have a pediatric psych department, this is where I’m placed. Initially I’d been placed in
a regular room, but when the nurses realized that every time I was left alone I would utilize all my
creativity in finding new and inventive ways to attempt suicide, they moved me. I’d pretended to
want to shave my legs so a gullible friend from school brought me razors. I’d developed a
sudden craving for R Whites Lemonade, which was conveniently sold in a glass bottle. I’d used
bandages to tie my neck to the plug hole in the deep sink and then filled it up. While none of
these attempts has been successful, I’m left with sliced and diced wrists and a realization that no
matter how much you want to die, the human body will not simply relax and let itself be drowned,
especially not in a sink.My initial and most serious attempt, the one that has landed me in the
hospital, is downing a bottle of wine with over forty of my mother’s various pills. I’m told that I
flatlined for a few seconds and was brought back. A nurse cries later as she tells me this. I’m
sad, too, but mostly because the student renting a room from my mother came back from France
early and called an ambulance when she found me slowly passing out in the kitchen. Everyone
tells me that I’m lucky to be alive.I stay in the hospital for three weeks, trying to cut, trying to
drown, as social workers scramble to figure out what to do with a suicidal thirteen-year-old who’s
adamant about not being placed into foster care. My mother is also rallying to keep me—despite
the fact that just a couple of weeks ago she’d had a severe nervous breakdown and had locked
herself in the bathroom and tried to kill herself as I pounded hysterically on the door. My
stepfather, Robert, who moved out over a month ago and into his new girlfriend’s house, is
banned by the hospital staff from visiting me, partly due to the fact that he showed up drunk,
partly due to the fact that he kept yelling that I was “just like your mother,” and had to be escorted
out. Given these facts, it’s a small miracle and probably not a great testament to the wisdom of
my assigned social worker that I’m discharged home to my mother. Life, unsurprisingly, doesn’t
get better.As a small child, I’m fortunate enough to live with my great-grandmother, my maternal
grandparents, and my mother deep in the heart of the countryside of Dorset. My mother shows
no signs of the struggles that she’ll later face when alcoholism will take control of her life and
fling her (and me) around like a floppy rag doll. In fact, she doesn’t even drink then. She is the
quintessential good single mum: endlessly devoted; creative and permissive about my freedom
to explore nature, art, play; fiercely protective; firm about my tantrums. We are close in a way that
only a single mother and an only child can be. My grandmother, much to my chagrin years later
when I discovered the photographic evidence, makes us matching outfits. A child of the late



seventies, sadly these outfits consist of pinafore dresses and smocks with lots of flowers. At the
time, though, I’m thrilled to be mimicking my young, pretty mother.RACHEL
LLOYDGIRLSLIKEUSFighting for a World WhereGirls Are Not for Sale,an Activist Finds Her
Callingand Heals HerselfRACHEL LLOYDGIRLSLIKEUSFighting for a World WhereGirls Are
Not for Sale,an Activist Finds Her Callingand Heals HerselfFor Falicia and Adam. I miss you
both.To all the GEMS girls and young women,past and present, who all hold a place in my
heart.I love you more than you will ever know.And to all the girls like us.For Falicia and Adam. I
miss you both.To all the GEMS girls and young women,past and present, who all hold a place in
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as it spins around.Just don’t let the spin get you down.Things are moving fast.Hold on tight and
you will last.Keep your self-respect, your manly pride.Get yourself in gear.Keep your stride.Never
mind your fears.Brighter days will soon be here.Take it from me, someday we’ll all be free.Keep
on walking tall, hold your head up high.Lay your dreams right up to the sky.Sing your greatest
song.And you’ll keep going, going on.Just wait and see, someday we’ll all be free.Take it from
me, someday we’ll all be free.—DONNY HATHAWAY AND EDWARD HOWARD,“Someday We’ll
All Be Free”Hang on to the world as it spins around.Just don’t let the spin get you down.Things
are moving fast.Hold on tight and you will last.Keep your self-respect, your manly pride.Get
yourself in gear.Keep your stride.Never mind your fears.Brighter days will soon be here.Take it
from me, someday we’ll all be free.Keep on walking tall, hold your head up high.Lay your dreams
right up to the sky.Sing your greatest song.And you’ll keep going, going on.Just wait and see,
someday we’ll all be free.Take it from me, someday we’ll all be free.—DONNY HATHAWAY AND
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USCopyrightAbout the PublisherPrologueShe likes swimming, SpongeBob, Mexican food,
writing poetry, getting her nails painted (light pink is her favorite color), and Harry Potter books
(plus she thinks Daniel Radcliffe is “fine”). This Christmas, she really wants an iPod but would
settle for some sweat suits, preferably pink. Sometimes she’s petulant—pouting and sullen—but
mostly she’s open and eager to be loved. When she smiles, huge dimples crease her chubby
face and are still capable, as she moves into awkward adolescence, of melting hearts. She’s
much like any other eleven-year-old girl in America, except for one critical difference. Over the



last year of her life, she’s been trafficked up and down the East Coast by a twenty-nine-year-old
pimp and sold nightly on Craigslist to adult men who ignore her dimples and her baby fat and
purchase her for sex.It’s late on a Friday night and I’m still in the office. As the executive director
of Girls Educational and Mentoring Services (GEMS)—the organization I founded to help girls
and young women who have been recruited and trafficked into the commercial sex industry—I
have a lot of late nights at the office. During the day, the office functions as a drop-in center, filled
with teenage girls who are meeting with their case managers, coming for poetry or cooking or a
boxing group, using the computers, or simply hanging out on our old and overused couch. It’s
frequently noisy; someone always needs something and while I love the energy of the space that
we’ve created, it can be tough to get much paperwork done in this environment. After-hours,
when all the girls and staff have left, is often my time to finish writing that grant that’s overdue or
respond to the never-ending stream of e-mails that I can never seem to stay on top of. Tonight,
though, I have no plans to be here till the wee hours; I’ve promised myself that I’m leaving in ten
minutes. The Soup is on and I have a new InStyle magazine to read. After a long day and a long
week, it’s a perfect Friday night plan.When the office phone starts ringing, I’m almost tempted to
ignore it and run out the door, but instead find myself answering and agreeing to a request to
come to a foster care agency to meet a fourteen-year-old who’s just been picked up off the
streets. Since we’re the only nonprofit in New York State designed to serve commercially
sexually exploited girls, calls like these are common. Tonight the on-call staff is already at home
in Brooklyn, so I figure it’s easier and quicker for me to just grab a cab downtown, do a quick
assessment, try to make the girl feel safe and comfortable, and then transfer the case on
Monday to one of my staff members. I figure I can still make it home in time for The Soup’s 1 a.m.
rerun and my weekly date with Joel McHale.Ten minutes after arriving at the agency, though, I’m
grouchy and wishing I actually had let the phone ring; the security guard gives me a hard time
about getting into the building and the two staff workers on duty act as if I’m invisible. I’m
deposited on a bench in the hallway by another staff person who then disappears for almost an
hour, time well spent writing furious e-mails in my head to the agency’s supervisor detailing what
constitutes an emergency call on a Friday night and what doesn’t.I’m struck as always by the
sterile, clinical atmosphere of the agency. This newly renovated center had been unveiled with
much fanfare from the city. In fairness, it stands in stark contrast to the prior building, which had
been Dickensian in its disrepair, yet I can’t help feeling that they’ve really missed the boat with
this new facility. Though it is clean, the harsh fluorescent lights and pale green walls, with the
long hallways decorated with nothing more than a few child abuse hotline posters, don’t really
add up to a warm feeling. I couldn’t imagine being a child who was brought here (actually, I could
and that was worse). If you ended up here, it was likely after repeated abuse or neglect. You
would probably just have been removed from your home, a terrifying experience even if you did
feel lucky to escape. Now you were in unfamiliar territory, with strangers, in one of the most child
unfriendly spaces in the city. I guess this thought had occurred to people other than me, because
at least the living areas for the infants and toddlers had a wall mural and some brightly colored



plastic furniture. Someone must have figured that the older kids didn’t need color or a
semblance of warmth, as the only thing that decorated the walls of the girls’ unit were some
pictures ripped out from Essence and Honey magazines. Clearly one of the staff had tried, but
the effort is almost comical: a few magazine pictures, curled at the edges, of happy black women
and girls, fashionable and beautiful, eating, laughing, celebrating life. I guess that a concerned
woman of color who worked there desperately wanted the children of color, the overwhelming
majority, who came through the doors to see images that looked like them in vastly different
circumstances. Yet the sparseness of the unit in contrast with the staged, golden-lit happiness of
the models makes their picture-perfect lives seem all the more unachievable and remote. I
decide to once again offer my five decorating cents (warmer, brighter paint; colorful pictures;
curtains; lamps; throw pillows) to the director before I leave.I sit there redecorating in my mind,
alternating between frustration (with waiting so bloody long) and sadness (that there even needs
to be a place where kids can go when they can’t live at home), when finally two staff workers
appear flanking a child, I presume the Danielle I’ve been told about, who is obviously fresh from
a shower. Her wet black hair is swept back into a ponytail framing a very pretty, slightly chubby,
but extremely pissed-off-looking face. I’d been informed that the clothes Danielle had been
wearing when she was brought in were considered “inappropriate,” so her new attire consists of
a plus-size shapeless black pantsuit, the type favored by larger women in their sixties and
probably purchased at Walmart or Talbots. The outfit swamps her short frame, her hands hidden
in the sleeves, the pants bagged around her ankles, creating a bizarre Aladdin look that is
enhanced by an incongruous pair of black open-toed heels. Despite encouragement from the
staff to put on socks and slippers, she has vehemently refused to let go of her shoes and clatters
down the hallway with the familiar gait of a girl whose feet are killing her.The staff members
introduce me to Danielle as “someone who wants to talk to you,” which unsurprisingly is met with
a completely disinterested look from her, and then leave us alone in the interview room. Given
the staff’s bored and vague introduction, I figure I’ll give it another go.“Hey, my name’s Rachel
and I’m from a program called GEMS that works with teenage girls who’ve been in the life, and
I’m just here to see how we can support and help you. I know you’ve had a pretty rough day, how
are you doing tonight?”Pause. Silence. Danielle sits eyeing me warily, with her arms folded tightly
across her chest.“Guess they didn’t tell you I was coming, huh?” I roll my eyes at the door.
Cheap trick, bond against the system when all else fails. Silence.“I’m just here to talk to you a
little bit and see if there’s anything we can do. I’m not from the cops or child welfare or anything
like that. What you tell me will be confidential.”Silence. If she is at all relieved that I’m not a cop,
she doesn’t show it.“You know, the reason I started GEMS is cos I used to be in the life, too, so I
wanted to have a place for girls who’d been through the same thing.”Silence. That admission
normally at least provoked a question: “Really, miss? How old was you?” “What track you
worked?” “You had a daddy?” But nothing, not even a raised eyebrow or a show of interest.“Can
you tell me what brought you here today?”Silence. This is a little tougher than I’d expected or, to
be honest, wanted, particularly at the end of a long week. A lot of girls I encountered in these



situations started chatting right away and it was harder getting them to be quiet.“So I know that
your name’s Danielle. Can I ask how old you are?”I’d already been told over the phone by the
intake worker that she is fourteen and it is a close-ended question (bad move in the counseling
process), but I’m not really getting anywhere so I figure that this will at least get her to
respond.She breaks her silence. “Eleven.”I’m so mentally prepared for a different answer that it
takes a moment to register.Double take.“I’m sorry, how old?”“Eleven.”“Really?” I say, with far too
much incredulity in my voice, and, I’m sure, on my face. Wow . . . dumb response.She looks at
me like I’m a little dense and just nods.I wonder if perhaps she is lying. Lots of girls lied about
their age in order to be older but I’d never met anyone who’d lied to be younger. While it probably
isn’t hard to believe that one of the staff had erroneous information, I really don’t want to believe
what she is telling me. Fourteen was bad enough, but eleven?I try again, desperate to find her
mistaken. “What’s your date of birth, hon?”“Twelve, eleven, ninety-five.”Yup, we are in June 2007.
I take a hard look at her, past the shapeless outfit and the wary eyes, to the puppy fat and the
fear, and I know that she is telling the truth. I want to throw up. I can’t seem to find my protective
wall, my shut-down switch that ten years of working with sexually exploited children has taught
me to internally access. Meeting girls ages twelve, thirteen, fourteen years old had become
routine, however sad and horrific. But eleven? Not even a teenager, still very much a child. A
child being bought by adults? Shit. I’m hoping that the Port Authority police were wrong and that
she hadn’t really been sold as they suspected.A million emotions jostle for control, but since I’m
in a session, I try not to feel anything. If I act shocked or horrified, which of course I am, she
might think that I’m horrified by her instead of for her and shut down even more than she is now. I
pull myself together for the moment and continue the interview. I ask a few more basic questions
and she continues to give one-word answers, arms still firmly crossed. I’m still struggling and
beginning to get a little frustrated with myself. My engagement skills are pretty dead-on,
normally, and yet I’m being outwitted by an eleven-year-old. I feel old and out of practice as I
struggle to connect with this child. And then somehow it just comes, somewhere between asking
her about music (and gratuitously throwing in Beyoncé and Jay-Z to earn some cool points . . .
listening to Hot 97 pays off when you work with teens) and talking about our organization’s
upcoming summer trip to Great Adventure amusement park. Slowly her arms begin to relax and
eventually drop to her sides and I learn that she likes swimming, wants to be a singer, and
enjoys writing lyrics. I also learn that she has a boyfriend, who’s twenty-nine. She fingers the
costume jewelry around her neck. “He gave me this,” she says as she leans forward to proudly
show me a heart necklace made from what looks like pink glass. She vigorously denies that he
knew she was eleven (despite the fact that I haven’t asked), and claims he thought she was
eighteen. I nod as if I believe her, but I’m not convinced.She warms up as we talk about safer
subjects but when I begin to bring up the circumstances that led her to the Port Authority Bus
Terminal, the wariness comes back. She’s been well trained to give standard answers (her
boyfriend didn’t know her age, she was just in D.C. visiting family, she has no idea why the cops
thought she’d been sold) but it doesn’t take long to engage her in conversation about hotels in



D.C. I throw out a couple of generic chain names and she’s excited to tell me which ones she’s
stayed in, all the while adamantly sticking to her story that she was just “hanging out, chillin” in
the hotels with “friends.”“Do you know the Days Inn on Connecticut Ave?”She nods proudly. “Uh-
huh, I stayed there one time.”“You know how I know that hotel?” She shakes her head, interested
in spite of herself.“Well, remember how I told you that the program I run works with girls who’ve
been in the life? One night, we got a call from a girl that we knew and she was in D.C., but her
man—” I pause. “Her pimp was beating her and she was scared to leave cos she had her baby
with her. So me and one of my staff drove down in the middle of the night and ran in and got her
out.”Her eyes are widening.“It was kinda crazy and a really long drive. We pulled over and fell
asleep on the way and got yelled at by some cops who woke us up.”I pantomime being woken
up unexpectedly, and Danielle laughs aloud.“Anyway, that’s how I know that hotel and that whole
strip. It’s kinda rough over there. You weren’t scared when you stayed there?”“Nope.” Danielle
makes her best tough-girl face to demonstrate how unscared she was. “I kept weapons, in case
the tricks acted up. So I wasn’t never scared of them. They stupid. Especially the white ones.
They be the ones that want to do the dirty stuff but I wasn’t having none of that. . . .”And finally,
Danielle begins to tell me about her experiences in the sex industry. Now she’s animated,
confident to be the expert, schooling me on which johns are the best paying, which hotels are
the nicest, which tricks you have to be careful of. I’m trying to reconcile what she is saying with
the fact that I know that she’s eleven and a minute ago we were talking about her favorite rides at
Great Adventure, but I can’t. She asks me about other hotels in Virginia and Maryland, naming
districts I’ve never heard of, showing off her newfound knowledge as a seasoned traveler. Any
hope or wishful thinking that Danielle has not been in the sex industry is pretty much crushed.
She’s been trafficked up and down the East Coast from Holiday Inns to Best Westerns by her
boyfriend, who bought her a cheap heart-shaped necklace and, no doubt, the stilettos on her
feet.I want to cry.I ask again about safety on the streets. Regardless of her bravado and claims, I
know how dangerous the tracks are for any girl, let alone one this young.“Oh, I didn’t work the
track.” She looks slightly disdainful. “I worked through the computer. I had ads.”I take a guess.
“Craigslist?” She nods approvingly.“Yup. That’s how you do it now.” A nineties baby sold cyber-
style.I flash to men sitting, pointing, and clicking to buy girls, not caring who they really are.
Turning up at Danielle’s hotel room, not seeing or caring how old she really is.Now that we’re
apparently engaging in an open conversation, I’m curious how she met her pimp, although I’m
still careful to follow her lead and call him her boyfriend.“My sister introduced us. He was friends
with her boyfriend.” She leans forward, confidentially. “Her and my other sister do the same thing
that you and me did,” she whispers.“How old are your sisters, hon?”“Elizabeth’s fourteen and
Annette’s sixteen.”The room just keeps getting smaller and smaller and I feel like I need air,
immediately. A family of girls sold? On the Internet? I don’t know if I still want to cry or throw the
institutional beige couch at the institutional green walls. I take a deep breath.“That must be really
tough for you, hon. It seems like you’ve had a lot to deal with in your life.”She shrugs, but then
looks sad. “I miss my mom,” she says quietly.“I know, sweetie, I know.” Except this time I really



don’t.After we wrap up the interview (Danielle actually gives me an awkward, brief hug when I
leave), and I give my basic assessment (PTSD, needs far more support than the foster care
agency can give), I rush out, unable to stay in the building one second more. I find myself
walking along 8th Avenue with tears streaming down my face. I’ve walked forty blocks, enraged,
before I realize that my sandals are cutting into my feet and creating blisters across my toes. I
just can’t go home, though. My original Friday night plans are dead. I need to process. I need to
breathe.I sit down at a sidewalk table at an almost deserted Italian restaurant and immediately
order a glass of wine. I drink my first glass like a shot of liquor before the waiter comes back to
take my order. From my outdoor seat, I watch the Upper West Side Friday night crowd walking
by, girls in groups, couples old and new, solos coming from the gym. I fight the urge to interrupt
their leisurely night out. “Do you have any idea what kind of world we live in? Children are being
sold!” I want to yell, perhaps for the more placid ones a vigorous shake of the shoulders. I’m
disgusted by their ignorance, by their carefree attitudes. I feel ridiculously and irrationally angry
at the whole world. I rapid-dial three friends back-to-back and effectively ruin their Friday nights
by unleashing all the vehemence and frustration that I’ve just carried forty blocks. “Eleven?” I
hear each of them say incredulously in succession. “Yeah, eleven.” If I say it enough, maybe it
will feel better.Righteous anger and honest sadness apparently take a couple more glasses of
wine to temper. I feel woozy and numb, which was definitely the plan, and the desire to accost
perfect strangers subsides. I take a cab home and think I’m sufficiently zoned out to sleep
soundly, to leave the day behind, and yet I cannot shake Danielle’s face. It stays with me,
guarded and silent, as I try to fall asleep. When I dream that night, I’m chasing her, trying to
protect her against some shadowy, dream-real, unspecified threat, and yet I can’t save her, and
each time she slips from my grasp and closer toward the shadows.The trafficking and
exploitation of children for sex is a global problem. UNICEF, the international nongovernmental
organization for the protection of children, estimates that 1.2 million children and youth are
commercially sexually exploited each year worldwide. While globalization has led to an
increased number of children and adults who are traded and trafficked internationally, and to a
growing business of sex tourists who journey to developing countries for the sole purpose of
purchasing sex, the majority of sexual exploitation occurs within a country’s own borders and
involves native children and women with native men. Places like Thailand and the Philippines
are often pointed to as the worst offenders, yet the issue affects every continent, particularly
those regions that are already vulnerable due to war, famine, and natural disasters. In recent
years, people have paid increased attention to the plight of trafficking victims and a growing
awareness that slavery, in multiple forms, still exists.Yet it’s easier to imagine a Danielle on the
streets of Calcutta, or in a brothel on the border of the Czech Republic, than to imagine her
waiting for a man on the bright, floral, polyester bedspread at some motel in Virginia. Easier, too,
to think of her story as an unfortunate but isolated incident, rather than a story representative of
potentially hundreds of thousands of children and youth throughout the United States. Yet
according to a 2001 University of Pennsylvania study, an estimated 200,000 to 300,000



adolescents are at risk for commercial sexual exploitation in the United States each year.When I
tell people that the agency that I run serves over three hundred girls a year in the New York City
metro area alone who’ve been trafficked for sexual purposes, they’re invariably stunned. When I
tell them that the girls and young women we serve are predominately U.S. citizens, their shock
and sympathy turn to utter incomprehension. “How?” “What do you mean? “From here?” “How?”
“Where?” To talk about trafficking conjures images of Thai girls in shackles, Russian girls held at
gunpoint by the mob, illegal border crossings, fake passports, and captivity. It seems ludicrous
and unthinkable that it’s happening in America to American children.It’s often not until you
explain that this phenomenon is what is commonly called “teen prostitution” that recognition
dawns. “Oh, that . . . but that’s different. Teen prostitutes choose to be doing that; aren’t they
normally on drugs or something?” In under three minutes, they’ve gone from sympathy to
confusion to blame. Not because the issue is any different, not because the violence isn’t as
real, not because the girls aren’t as scared, but simply because borders haven’t been crossed,
simply because the victims are American.I’m not sure why Danielle’s story particularly got to me
that night. After all, this is what I do. I’ve spent the last thirteen years of my life working with girls
just like Danielle, girls who’ve been bought and sold. I don’t cry after meeting every girl I meet,
nor do I drink several glasses of wine after every tough story. Over the years, I’ve learned to
develop some distance, a basic ability to hear, to absorb varying levels of horrific detail without
taking it all home with me every night. As any cop, emergency worker, or first-line responder will
tell you, sometimes something unexpectedly sneaks in, getting through the wall that you’ve so
carefully constructed in order to stay sane. Perhaps what got to me was the ease with which
men had been able to buy Danielle, right there on their laptops. No lurking about in the streets,
no curb-crawling in shady areas. They bought sex online from a child like they were paying a bill,
ordering a pair of shoes, booking a vacation. Perhaps it was the insidious nature of her
recruitment, the fact that she never stood a chance. A foster care kid, bounced from place to
place, with two “older” sisters who had also been trafficked. Or was it the cheap necklace that
she so lovingly fondled and the realization of how easy it had been for this adult man to lure her,
to seduce her, to become her “boyfriend.” Maybe it was the fact that just a month before I had
met her, the New York State Senate had refused to pass a bill that would have created services
and support for girls just like her, who were normally treated as criminals, not victims. Perhaps
what cracked my armor that night was her age. Even though I frequently recited the statistic that
the estimated median age of entry into the commercial sex industry was between twelve and
fourteen years old, and had worked with lots of very young girls over the years, there was
something about her eleven-year-old puppy fat, her love of roller-coaster rides, that shook
me.Ultimately, it was all of it. Meeting Danielle that night was a harsh reminder of how much work
there was still to do. All the work I’d done for the last thirteen years, everything I’d committed my
life to, still wasn’t enough. I thought back to my arrival in New York in August 1997, a wide-eyed
and eager-to-help twenty-two-year-old. Danielle was about to turn two years old. When I was
meeting sixteen-, seventeen-, and eighteen-year-old girls who’d been raped, tortured, bought,



and sold, Danielle was still a toddler, perhaps still sucking her thumb, learning to talk. I can see
her, a chubby baby, all curly hair and smiles. A few months later, just after her second birthday,
Danielle would be placed in the foster care system, due to her mother’s substance abuse.
Danielle would never get to live at home again but she would search for a family in the arms of a
man she now calls Daddy, whom she tells me she feels “connected” to. As I started GEMS,
learning how to run a program, getting my first office space, Danielle was bouncing from foster
home to foster home. As GEMS began to grow, hiring staff, adding programs, Danielle was
being groomed and prepared for her recruitment into the sex industry. As I started to feel as
though we finally were making progress, Danielle was being sold to her first “customer.” As I
advocated for change in New York State laws, Danielle’s pimp was beating her with a belt and
leaving scars across her back.I felt like the little Dutch boy with his finger in a dam. No matter
how hard I tried, it didn’t prevent a whole new generation of children from being bought and sold,
from being ignored and vilified by their families, the system, the media, the legislature. Just
around the corner were the next round of Danielles, girls who didn’t know what a pimp was,
didn’t know what a track was, girls who hadn’t been trafficked yet.That night it seemed
insurmountable, a Sisyphean task that I’d never be able to conquer. Yet in the light of the next
morning, as I prepared to visit Danielle again, I reminded myself that progress had been made.
The cops she’d met that night hadn’t arrested her on prostitution charges, and although that
outcome wasn’t the norm for the majority of trafficked girls, it did indicate that there were law
enforcement officers who really believed that these girls were victims. The foster care agency
had actually called GEMS, a huge step forward, and they’d even described her as an “exploited
child,” not a “prostitute.” A few years earlier that would have been unthinkable. It was major
progress that GEMS even existed, that there was even an organization to call. When I started
GEMS as an unlikely and unprepared executive director, I really had no clue about what I was
doing. Yet I’d still managed to create something that continued to benefit and serve girls all these
years later. It was for girls like Danielle that I’d founded GEMS, when all I really had to offer in the
beginning was compassion and love. I remembered how important that still was, even in the face
of the overflowing dam. I decided to pick up a journal and some SpongeBob socks on the way to
see Danielle. It would not solve the problem but it would make her smile, and for today, that
would have to be enough.PrologueShe likes swimming, SpongeBob, Mexican food, writing
poetry, getting her nails painted (light pink is her favorite color), and Harry Potter books (plus she
thinks Daniel Radcliffe is “fine”). This Christmas, she really wants an iPod but would settle for
some sweat suits, preferably pink. Sometimes she’s petulant—pouting and sullen—but mostly
she’s open and eager to be loved. When she smiles, huge dimples crease her chubby face and
are still capable, as she moves into awkward adolescence, of melting hearts. She’s much like
any other eleven-year-old girl in America, except for one critical difference. Over the last year of
her life, she’s been trafficked up and down the East Coast by a twenty-nine-year-old pimp and
sold nightly on Craigslist to adult men who ignore her dimples and her baby fat and purchase
her for sex.It’s late on a Friday night and I’m still in the office. As the executive director of Girls



Educational and Mentoring Services (GEMS)—the organization I founded to help girls and
young women who have been recruited and trafficked into the commercial sex industry—I have
a lot of late nights at the office. During the day, the office functions as a drop-in center, filled with
teenage girls who are meeting with their case managers, coming for poetry or cooking or a
boxing group, using the computers, or simply hanging out on our old and overused couch. It’s
frequently noisy; someone always needs something and while I love the energy of the space that
we’ve created, it can be tough to get much paperwork done in this environment. After-hours,
when all the girls and staff have left, is often my time to finish writing that grant that’s overdue or
respond to the never-ending stream of e-mails that I can never seem to stay on top of. Tonight,
though, I have no plans to be here till the wee hours; I’ve promised myself that I’m leaving in ten
minutes. The Soup is on and I have a new InStyle magazine to read. After a long day and a long
week, it’s a perfect Friday night plan.When the office phone starts ringing, I’m almost tempted to
ignore it and run out the door, but instead find myself answering and agreeing to a request to
come to a foster care agency to meet a fourteen-year-old who’s just been picked up off the
streets. Since we’re the only nonprofit in New York State designed to serve commercially
sexually exploited girls, calls like these are common. Tonight the on-call staff is already at home
in Brooklyn, so I figure it’s easier and quicker for me to just grab a cab downtown, do a quick
assessment, try to make the girl feel safe and comfortable, and then transfer the case on
Monday to one of my staff members. I figure I can still make it home in time for The Soup’s 1 a.m.
rerun and my weekly date with Joel McHale.Ten minutes after arriving at the agency, though, I’m
grouchy and wishing I actually had let the phone ring; the security guard gives me a hard time
about getting into the building and the two staff workers on duty act as if I’m invisible. I’m
deposited on a bench in the hallway by another staff person who then disappears for almost an
hour, time well spent writing furious e-mails in my head to the agency’s supervisor detailing what
constitutes an emergency call on a Friday night and what doesn’t.I’m struck as always by the
sterile, clinical atmosphere of the agency. This newly renovated center had been unveiled with
much fanfare from the city. In fairness, it stands in stark contrast to the prior building, which had
been Dickensian in its disrepair, yet I can’t help feeling that they’ve really missed the boat with
this new facility. Though it is clean, the harsh fluorescent lights and pale green walls, with the
long hallways decorated with nothing more than a few child abuse hotline posters, don’t really
add up to a warm feeling. I couldn’t imagine being a child who was brought here (actually, I could
and that was worse). If you ended up here, it was likely after repeated abuse or neglect. You
would probably just have been removed from your home, a terrifying experience even if you did
feel lucky to escape. Now you were in unfamiliar territory, with strangers, in one of the most child
unfriendly spaces in the city. I guess this thought had occurred to people other than me, because
at least the living areas for the infants and toddlers had a wall mural and some brightly colored
plastic furniture. Someone must have figured that the older kids didn’t need color or a
semblance of warmth, as the only thing that decorated the walls of the girls’ unit were some
pictures ripped out from Essence and Honey magazines. Clearly one of the staff had tried, but



the effort is almost comical: a few magazine pictures, curled at the edges, of happy black women
and girls, fashionable and beautiful, eating, laughing, celebrating life. I guess that a concerned
woman of color who worked there desperately wanted the children of color, the overwhelming
majority, who came through the doors to see images that looked like them in vastly different
circumstances. Yet the sparseness of the unit in contrast with the staged, golden-lit happiness of
the models makes their picture-perfect lives seem all the more unachievable and remote. I
decide to once again offer my five decorating cents (warmer, brighter paint; colorful pictures;
curtains; lamps; throw pillows) to the director before I leave.I sit there redecorating in my mind,
alternating between frustration (with waiting so bloody long) and sadness (that there even needs
to be a place where kids can go when they can’t live at home), when finally two staff workers
appear flanking a child, I presume the Danielle I’ve been told about, who is obviously fresh from
a shower. Her wet black hair is swept back into a ponytail framing a very pretty, slightly chubby,
but extremely pissed-off-looking face. I’d been informed that the clothes Danielle had been
wearing when she was brought in were considered “inappropriate,” so her new attire consists of
a plus-size shapeless black pantsuit, the type favored by larger women in their sixties and
probably purchased at Walmart or Talbots. The outfit swamps her short frame, her hands hidden
in the sleeves, the pants bagged around her ankles, creating a bizarre Aladdin look that is
enhanced by an incongruous pair of black open-toed heels. Despite encouragement from the
staff to put on socks and slippers, she has vehemently refused to let go of her shoes and clatters
down the hallway with the familiar gait of a girl whose feet are killing her.The staff members
introduce me to Danielle as “someone who wants to talk to you,” which unsurprisingly is met with
a completely disinterested look from her, and then leave us alone in the interview room. Given
the staff’s bored and vague introduction, I figure I’ll give it another go.“Hey, my name’s Rachel
and I’m from a program called GEMS that works with teenage girls who’ve been in the life, and
I’m just here to see how we can support and help you. I know you’ve had a pretty rough day, how
are you doing tonight?”Pause. Silence. Danielle sits eyeing me warily, with her arms folded tightly
across her chest.“Guess they didn’t tell you I was coming, huh?” I roll my eyes at the door.
Cheap trick, bond against the system when all else fails. Silence.“I’m just here to talk to you a
little bit and see if there’s anything we can do. I’m not from the cops or child welfare or anything
like that. What you tell me will be confidential.”Silence. If she is at all relieved that I’m not a cop,
she doesn’t show it.“You know, the reason I started GEMS is cos I used to be in the life, too, so I
wanted to have a place for girls who’d been through the same thing.”Silence. That admission
normally at least provoked a question: “Really, miss? How old was you?” “What track you
worked?” “You had a daddy?” But nothing, not even a raised eyebrow or a show of interest.“Can
you tell me what brought you here today?”Silence. This is a little tougher than I’d expected or, to
be honest, wanted, particularly at the end of a long week. A lot of girls I encountered in these
situations started chatting right away and it was harder getting them to be quiet.“So I know that
your name’s Danielle. Can I ask how old you are?”I’d already been told over the phone by the
intake worker that she is fourteen and it is a close-ended question (bad move in the counseling



process), but I’m not really getting anywhere so I figure that this will at least get her to
respond.She breaks her silence. “Eleven.”I’m so mentally prepared for a different answer that it
takes a moment to register.Double take.“I’m sorry, how old?”“Eleven.”“Really?” I say, with far too
much incredulity in my voice, and, I’m sure, on my face. Wow . . . dumb response.She looks at
me like I’m a little dense and just nods.I wonder if perhaps she is lying. Lots of girls lied about
their age in order to be older but I’d never met anyone who’d lied to be younger. While it probably
isn’t hard to believe that one of the staff had erroneous information, I really don’t want to believe
what she is telling me. Fourteen was bad enough, but eleven?I try again, desperate to find her
mistaken. “What’s your date of birth, hon?”“Twelve, eleven, ninety-five.”Yup, we are in June 2007.
I take a hard look at her, past the shapeless outfit and the wary eyes, to the puppy fat and the
fear, and I know that she is telling the truth. I want to throw up. I can’t seem to find my protective
wall, my shut-down switch that ten years of working with sexually exploited children has taught
me to internally access. Meeting girls ages twelve, thirteen, fourteen years old had become
routine, however sad and horrific. But eleven? Not even a teenager, still very much a child. A
child being bought by adults? Shit. I’m hoping that the Port Authority police were wrong and that
she hadn’t really been sold as they suspected.A million emotions jostle for control, but since I’m
in a session, I try not to feel anything. If I act shocked or horrified, which of course I am, she
might think that I’m horrified by her instead of for her and shut down even more than she is now. I
pull myself together for the moment and continue the interview. I ask a few more basic questions
and she continues to give one-word answers, arms still firmly crossed. I’m still struggling and
beginning to get a little frustrated with myself. My engagement skills are pretty dead-on,
normally, and yet I’m being outwitted by an eleven-year-old. I feel old and out of practice as I
struggle to connect with this child. And then somehow it just comes, somewhere between asking
her about music (and gratuitously throwing in Beyoncé and Jay-Z to earn some cool points . . .
listening to Hot 97 pays off when you work with teens) and talking about our organization’s
upcoming summer trip to Great Adventure amusement park. Slowly her arms begin to relax and
eventually drop to her sides and I learn that she likes swimming, wants to be a singer, and
enjoys writing lyrics. I also learn that she has a boyfriend, who’s twenty-nine. She fingers the
costume jewelry around her neck. “He gave me this,” she says as she leans forward to proudly
show me a heart necklace made from what looks like pink glass. She vigorously denies that he
knew she was eleven (despite the fact that I haven’t asked), and claims he thought she was
eighteen. I nod as if I believe her, but I’m not convinced.She warms up as we talk about safer
subjects but when I begin to bring up the circumstances that led her to the Port Authority Bus
Terminal, the wariness comes back. She’s been well trained to give standard answers (her
boyfriend didn’t know her age, she was just in D.C. visiting family, she has no idea why the cops
thought she’d been sold) but it doesn’t take long to engage her in conversation about hotels in
D.C. I throw out a couple of generic chain names and she’s excited to tell me which ones she’s
stayed in, all the while adamantly sticking to her story that she was just “hanging out, chillin” in
the hotels with “friends.”“Do you know the Days Inn on Connecticut Ave?”She nods proudly. “Uh-



huh, I stayed there one time.”“You know how I know that hotel?” She shakes her head, interested
in spite of herself.“Well, remember how I told you that the program I run works with girls who’ve
been in the life? One night, we got a call from a girl that we knew and she was in D.C., but her
man—” I pause. “Her pimp was beating her and she was scared to leave cos she had her baby
with her. So me and one of my staff drove down in the middle of the night and ran in and got her
out.”Her eyes are widening.“It was kinda crazy and a really long drive. We pulled over and fell
asleep on the way and got yelled at by some cops who woke us up.”I pantomime being woken
up unexpectedly, and Danielle laughs aloud.“Anyway, that’s how I know that hotel and that whole
strip. It’s kinda rough over there. You weren’t scared when you stayed there?”“Nope.” Danielle
makes her best tough-girl face to demonstrate how unscared she was. “I kept weapons, in case
the tricks acted up. So I wasn’t never scared of them. They stupid. Especially the white ones.
They be the ones that want to do the dirty stuff but I wasn’t having none of that. . . .”And finally,
Danielle begins to tell me about her experiences in the sex industry. Now she’s animated,
confident to be the expert, schooling me on which johns are the best paying, which hotels are
the nicest, which tricks you have to be careful of. I’m trying to reconcile what she is saying with
the fact that I know that she’s eleven and a minute ago we were talking about her favorite rides at
Great Adventure, but I can’t. She asks me about other hotels in Virginia and Maryland, naming
districts I’ve never heard of, showing off her newfound knowledge as a seasoned traveler. Any
hope or wishful thinking that Danielle has not been in the sex industry is pretty much crushed.
She’s been trafficked up and down the East Coast from Holiday Inns to Best Westerns by her
boyfriend, who bought her a cheap heart-shaped necklace and, no doubt, the stilettos on her
feet.I want to cry.I ask again about safety on the streets. Regardless of her bravado and claims, I
know how dangerous the tracks are for any girl, let alone one this young.“Oh, I didn’t work the
track.” She looks slightly disdainful. “I worked through the computer. I had ads.”I take a guess.
“Craigslist?” She nods approvingly.“Yup. That’s how you do it now.” A nineties baby sold cyber-
style.I flash to men sitting, pointing, and clicking to buy girls, not caring who they really are.
Turning up at Danielle’s hotel room, not seeing or caring how old she really is.Now that we’re
apparently engaging in an open conversation, I’m curious how she met her pimp, although I’m
still careful to follow her lead and call him her boyfriend.“My sister introduced us. He was friends
with her boyfriend.” She leans forward, confidentially. “Her and my other sister do the same thing
that you and me did,” she whispers.“How old are your sisters, hon?”“Elizabeth’s fourteen and
Annette’s sixteen.”The room just keeps getting smaller and smaller and I feel like I need air,
immediately. A family of girls sold? On the Internet? I don’t know if I still want to cry or throw the
institutional beige couch at the institutional green walls. I take a deep breath.“That must be really
tough for you, hon. It seems like you’ve had a lot to deal with in your life.”She shrugs, but then
looks sad. “I miss my mom,” she says quietly.“I know, sweetie, I know.” Except this time I really
don’t.After we wrap up the interview (Danielle actually gives me an awkward, brief hug when I
leave), and I give my basic assessment (PTSD, needs far more support than the foster care
agency can give), I rush out, unable to stay in the building one second more. I find myself



walking along 8th Avenue with tears streaming down my face. I’ve walked forty blocks, enraged,
before I realize that my sandals are cutting into my feet and creating blisters across my toes. I
just can’t go home, though. My original Friday night plans are dead. I need to process. I need to
breathe.I sit down at a sidewalk table at an almost deserted Italian restaurant and immediately
order a glass of wine. I drink my first glass like a shot of liquor before the waiter comes back to
take my order. From my outdoor seat, I watch the Upper West Side Friday night crowd walking
by, girls in groups, couples old and new, solos coming from the gym. I fight the urge to interrupt
their leisurely night out. “Do you have any idea what kind of world we live in? Children are being
sold!” I want to yell, perhaps for the more placid ones a vigorous shake of the shoulders. I’m
disgusted by their ignorance, by their carefree attitudes. I feel ridiculously and irrationally angry
at the whole world. I rapid-dial three friends back-to-back and effectively ruin their Friday nights
by unleashing all the vehemence and frustration that I’ve just carried forty blocks. “Eleven?” I
hear each of them say incredulously in succession. “Yeah, eleven.” If I say it enough, maybe it
will feel better.Righteous anger and honest sadness apparently take a couple more glasses of
wine to temper. I feel woozy and numb, which was definitely the plan, and the desire to accost
perfect strangers subsides. I take a cab home and think I’m sufficiently zoned out to sleep
soundly, to leave the day behind, and yet I cannot shake Danielle’s face. It stays with me,
guarded and silent, as I try to fall asleep. When I dream that night, I’m chasing her, trying to
protect her against some shadowy, dream-real, unspecified threat, and yet I can’t save her, and
each time she slips from my grasp and closer toward the shadows.The trafficking and
exploitation of children for sex is a global problem. UNICEF, the international nongovernmental
organization for the protection of children, estimates that 1.2 million children and youth are
commercially sexually exploited each year worldwide. While globalization has led to an
increased number of children and adults who are traded and trafficked internationally, and to a
growing business of sex tourists who journey to developing countries for the sole purpose of
purchasing sex, the majority of sexual exploitation occurs within a country’s own borders and
involves native children and women with native men. Places like Thailand and the Philippines
are often pointed to as the worst offenders, yet the issue affects every continent, particularly
those regions that are already vulnerable due to war, famine, and natural disasters. In recent
years, people have paid increased attention to the plight of trafficking victims and a growing
awareness that slavery, in multiple forms, still exists.Yet it’s easier to imagine a Danielle on the
streets of Calcutta, or in a brothel on the border of the Czech Republic, than to imagine her
waiting for a man on the bright, floral, polyester bedspread at some motel in Virginia. Easier, too,
to think of her story as an unfortunate but isolated incident, rather than a story representative of
potentially hundreds of thousands of children and youth throughout the United States. Yet
according to a 2001 University of Pennsylvania study, an estimated 200,000 to 300,000
adolescents are at risk for commercial sexual exploitation in the United States each year.When I
tell people that the agency that I run serves over three hundred girls a year in the New York City
metro area alone who’ve been trafficked for sexual purposes, they’re invariably stunned. When I



tell them that the girls and young women we serve are predominately U.S. citizens, their shock
and sympathy turn to utter incomprehension. “How?” “What do you mean? “From here?” “How?”
“Where?” To talk about trafficking conjures images of Thai girls in shackles, Russian girls held at
gunpoint by the mob, illegal border crossings, fake passports, and captivity. It seems ludicrous
and unthinkable that it’s happening in America to American children.It’s often not until you
explain that this phenomenon is what is commonly called “teen prostitution” that recognition
dawns. “Oh, that . . . but that’s different. Teen prostitutes choose to be doing that; aren’t they
normally on drugs or something?” In under three minutes, they’ve gone from sympathy to
confusion to blame. Not because the issue is any different, not because the violence isn’t as
real, not because the girls aren’t as scared, but simply because borders haven’t been crossed,
simply because the victims are American.I’m not sure why Danielle’s story particularly got to me
that night. After all, this is what I do. I’ve spent the last thirteen years of my life working with girls
just like Danielle, girls who’ve been bought and sold. I don’t cry after meeting every girl I meet,
nor do I drink several glasses of wine after every tough story. Over the years, I’ve learned to
develop some distance, a basic ability to hear, to absorb varying levels of horrific detail without
taking it all home with me every night. As any cop, emergency worker, or first-line responder will
tell you, sometimes something unexpectedly sneaks in, getting through the wall that you’ve so
carefully constructed in order to stay sane. Perhaps what got to me was the ease with which
men had been able to buy Danielle, right there on their laptops. No lurking about in the streets,
no curb-crawling in shady areas. They bought sex online from a child like they were paying a bill,
ordering a pair of shoes, booking a vacation. Perhaps it was the insidious nature of her
recruitment, the fact that she never stood a chance. A foster care kid, bounced from place to
place, with two “older” sisters who had also been trafficked. Or was it the cheap necklace that
she so lovingly fondled and the realization of how easy it had been for this adult man to lure her,
to seduce her, to become her “boyfriend.” Maybe it was the fact that just a month before I had
met her, the New York State Senate had refused to pass a bill that would have created services
and support for girls just like her, who were normally treated as criminals, not victims. Perhaps
what cracked my armor that night was her age. Even though I frequently recited the statistic that
the estimated median age of entry into the commercial sex industry was between twelve and
fourteen years old, and had worked with lots of very young girls over the years, there was
something about her eleven-year-old puppy fat, her love of roller-coaster rides, that shook
me.Ultimately, it was all of it. Meeting Danielle that night was a harsh reminder of how much work
there was still to do. All the work I’d done for the last thirteen years, everything I’d committed my
life to, still wasn’t enough. I thought back to my arrival in New York in August 1997, a wide-eyed
and eager-to-help twenty-two-year-old. Danielle was about to turn two years old. When I was
meeting sixteen-, seventeen-, and eighteen-year-old girls who’d been raped, tortured, bought,
and sold, Danielle was still a toddler, perhaps still sucking her thumb, learning to talk. I can see
her, a chubby baby, all curly hair and smiles. A few months later, just after her second birthday,
Danielle would be placed in the foster care system, due to her mother’s substance abuse.



Danielle would never get to live at home again but she would search for a family in the arms of a
man she now calls Daddy, whom she tells me she feels “connected” to. As I started GEMS,
learning how to run a program, getting my first office space, Danielle was bouncing from foster
home to foster home. As GEMS began to grow, hiring staff, adding programs, Danielle was
being groomed and prepared for her recruitment into the sex industry. As I started to feel as
though we finally were making progress, Danielle was being sold to her first “customer.” As I
advocated for change in New York State laws, Danielle’s pimp was beating her with a belt and
leaving scars across her back.I felt like the little Dutch boy with his finger in a dam. No matter
how hard I tried, it didn’t prevent a whole new generation of children from being bought and sold,
from being ignored and vilified by their families, the system, the media, the legislature. Just
around the corner were the next round of Danielles, girls who didn’t know what a pimp was,
didn’t know what a track was, girls who hadn’t been trafficked yet.That night it seemed
insurmountable, a Sisyphean task that I’d never be able to conquer. Yet in the light of the next
morning, as I prepared to visit Danielle again, I reminded myself that progress had been made.
The cops she’d met that night hadn’t arrested her on prostitution charges, and although that
outcome wasn’t the norm for the majority of trafficked girls, it did indicate that there were law
enforcement officers who really believed that these girls were victims. The foster care agency
had actually called GEMS, a huge step forward, and they’d even described her as an “exploited
child,” not a “prostitute.” A few years earlier that would have been unthinkable. It was major
progress that GEMS even existed, that there was even an organization to call. When I started
GEMS as an unlikely and unprepared executive director, I really had no clue about what I was
doing. Yet I’d still managed to create something that continued to benefit and serve girls all these
years later. It was for girls like Danielle that I’d founded GEMS, when all I really had to offer in the
beginning was compassion and love. I remembered how important that still was, even in the face
of the overflowing dam. I decided to pick up a journal and some SpongeBob socks on the way to
see Danielle. It would not solve the problem but it would make her smile, and for today, that
would have to be enough.Chapter 1LearningChild sexual exploitation is the most hidden formof
child abuse in the United States and North America today.It is the nation’s least recognized
epidemic.—Dr. Richard J. Estes, University of PennsylvaniaFALL 1997, NEW YORK CITYAs
soon as I step through the gates of Rikers Island, the air seems to change. If air can smell
oppressed, thick and heavy with misery, this is pretty much it. I feel like I’m suffocating. Rikers is
the world’s largest penal colony, encompassing its 413-acre island and housing over fourteen
thousand inmates on any given day, and going there is not a trip to be taken lightly. Once that
heavy door slams behind you, visitor’s pass or not, there’s a sinking sensation that you’ll never
be able to leave. On all my visits, I slide my bag onto the X-ray machine, get yelled at by a guard
for putting it on the wrong way/too soon/too late/something, try not to be bothered that even as a
visitor I am treated like an inmate, and pray that I haven’t forgotten to take any change out of my
pockets before I get humiliated by the guard again. Getting in, while I’m sure not quite as
arduous as trying to actually get out of Rikers, is an ordeal in itself. Once inside, getting to the



high school for the adolescent girls is even harder. While it is less than a two-minute walk from
the inside gate to the school, you can potentially wait an hour for a “ride,” a guard to escort you,
as is required for visitors. The general rule of thumb is that male guards will escort you, not
female guards. In a women’s facility, female guards outnumber the male ones, so there is a lot of
waiting quietly on the bench for someone to take pity on you and walk you a hundred-yard
distance. Impatience gets you yelled at, as does requesting the front gate guard to assist you. So
I shut up and wait.I’d been coming to Rikers to do outreach for a few months and was getting
used to the routine. At first, the walk through the jail had intimidated me. On my first day, a few
leers from some of the women, curious stares, and a couple of mean looks had my heart
pumping. My ideas about women’s prison came primarily from the Australian soap opera
Prisoner: Cell Block H, a female version of Oz in which characters were disposed of weekly in all
types of violent ways. Perhaps I’d be shanked; perhaps there’d be a riot and I’d be killed by COs
by mistake. There were endless variations of the bloody-end-in-jail theme, but after my first
presentation to a group of adults in the drug unit, the fear left and all that remained was sadness
and a sense of hopelessness. Women in their thirties and forties stuck in a revolving door of
addiction and jail, women in their sixties who should have been spending time with their
grandchildren instead of facing yet another incarceration, women in their twenties who looked so
much older, just starting out on their path already branded with a record. I quickly grew to have
empathy for these women, understood that our lives could have been reversed, that it was a
major miracle that I wasn’t stuck in the jail cycle myself. At one time, during my teenage years, I’d
even considered going to prison a badge of honor, a way of proving myself. I’d taken the risks,
hadn’t “grassed,” and had even been willing to take a multiple-year sentence for my bank robber
boyfriend. It turned out, though, despite my loyalty and Bonnie and Clyde mentality, that the
police had scant evidence on me and then had violated my rights as a juvenile, thereby ensuring
that the charges were eventually dropped. My time in jail had ultimately amounted to a couple of
overnights for theft and three days for the bank robbery conspiracy, and even that had been
limited to being held in the bookings of our downtown local precinct. The older I’d gotten, the
less jail had seemed like a good idea, until I simply stopped doing things that might’ve sent me
there. Still, though I had no legitimate jail experience to speak of, I did know what addiction felt
like, both to substances and men. I knew what it felt like to live on the edges of society, to feel
hopeless and to be homeless. I understood confusing domestic violence with love and always
having to hustle to make the next buck (or in my case, pound). Once I shared my story with the
women, they’d shown me so much love that there was nothing left to be scared of. Now as I
walked down the hallways, I’d see a few familiar faces who would greet me respectfully. “Hey,
miss. You coming to see us today?”“Nah, adolescents. Friday I’ll be there.”“Good. Those little
bitches need somebody to talk to. They hardheaded.”I laughed. The older women were forever
complaining about the teenagers, but even in the way they’d called them little bitches,
knuckleheads, them loose asses, there was maternal concern and identification. They could see
themselves at that age, remember what it was like to think they knew it all only to discover twenty



years later that there was nothing cute about being in jail. Even when I would do street outreach
at night, the older women would point me in the direction of a younger girl and say, “She’s a kid,
she needs help. You should talk to her.”Implicit in their admonishments to focus on the younger
girls was the unspoken belief that it was too late for them, but that there was still hope for her/
them/those little bitches. In fairness, too, I knew that while the women who knew my story both
accepted and respected me on some level, I was still some fresh-faced twenty-two-year-old
without a criminal record, without decades of substance abuse, without kids I’d lost to the
system. I did my best not to come across as a know-it-all, a kid who’d gotten lucky and who was
now, as my own grandmother used to say, “trying to teach my grandmother to suck eggs.” Some
of the women I worked with had daughters older than me; most had addictions older than me. So
I understood why they pushed me toward the teenagers though inside I felt a little relieved, but
also a little guilty, that I, too, felt more optimism and passion for the adolescents and young
adults than perhaps I did for them.That fall of 1997, the best-known British import to these
teenagers is, sadly, the Spice Girls, who’ve just come out with their movie and yet another stuck-
in-your-head song. With my long dark hair in a ponytail and my accent, according to the girls, I
look “just like Sporty Spice, miss.” I’m not thrilled about being compared to the Spice Girl I think
is the most awkward-looking, but after my initial horror, I see it as a workable hook. The girls are
excited about this tenuous connection to a pop group, so I play it up and do my best British
accent. “Say blah, blah girl power. Pleeeeeeease, miss.” There’s a chorus of plaintive “please”s
and “yeah, do it”s, so I oblige the fans, giving the peace sign as I’ve seen on the group’s
ubiquitous commercials. The crowd goes wild. “Do it again, do it again.” Although we started out
with a group of just three or four girls, they’re now calling their friends, “Ay yo, come listen to the
lady that talks like a Spice Girl.” Just another day at Rikers Island High School for Girls. One of
the most notorious and largest jails in the country, and here I am Spice Girling it up, using my
accent to the max. I had just started coming to the high school and had run a couple of small
groups with some girls who’d been identified by the social worker as “really needing to talk to
you,” plus a few individual sessions. That day I am doing a presentation for all the girls and the
teaching staff and I’m nervous. The girls are loud and raucous, nothing like the boot-camp-
trained adult women who lockstep in single file, sit quietly, and apparently recite the Serenity
Prayer at every opportunity. These high school adolescents are sixteen to twenty-one and are
charged with everything from shoplifting to murder although most, I’ll learn, are in for some type
of drug charge, invariably holding for, copping for, or trafficking for a man or a boy who has
escaped prosecution and is now suddenly too busy to visit or send commissary money. The
classroom is packed, standing room only, and now, after a few months of speaking to the adult
women, I’ve gotten more comfortable at telling my story. Over the years I’ll learn to edit out more
and more to preserve my own sanity and to avoid some of the offensive and often stupid
questions that will inevitably come up. But these are the early days, so after I’ve told my story in
much of its raw and painful detail, the stupid questions come and, interestingly, none of them are
from the girls. I try to deflect a few of the more offensive remarks coming from the teachers, and



mercifully the girls jump in to save me from more embarrassment, with sincere, thoughtful
questions and comments. The whole group is quiet and subdued; a few girls are sniffling, trying
to be unobtrusive with their tears.“Miss, do you and your moms get along now? Cos me and my
moms is still beefing cos she getting high again.”“Yo, did you ever hear from your pimp again? Is
he sorry?”I answer the questions as honestly and carefully as I can and as I do, the girls begin to
share their own stories, their own pain. The teachers are quiet.“I got abused, miss, when I was
little and now I just be so fuckin angry at men and I can’t help it.”“I’ve been in foster care since I
was five and my family knows I’m locked up and they don’t even visit.”“My boyfriend tried to
shoot me and I grabbed the gun and now I’m here cos I shot him by accident. But he was
beating me every day and I was scared of him. I don’t understand why they didn’t lock him up
before this all happened. I didn’t mean to kill him, I just wanted him to stop.”Girls are crying as
they speak. The girls sitting next to them cry, too; their backs are rubbed, some
compassionately, some awkwardly. Soon most everyone in the room is crying. I’m wiping away
tears, too, as the group continues. Teachers drift out quietly and yet the girls don’t want to move.
Something’s happening in the room that was unforeseeable an hour ago when the rowdy,
boisterous group had sauntered their way in pushing, cursing, cracking on each other. The room
has let down its guard, without the defenses, the anger, the front that has been carefully erected
often for years prior to their incarceration, if not hastily built as soon as they hit the island.
“Weakness” is not accepted in an adult correctional facility, despite the fact that most of these
girls are not even of the age of majority and should be experiencing high school in a very
different environment. Yet here we sit together listening, allowing each other to share raw
emotions, to be scared, to be hurt, to be girls just for a few minutes. Even in my naïveté, I’m clear
that once we leave this room their defensive fronts have to return, which is perhaps why they
seem so reluctant to leave.A girl with a scarf covering her mousy hair and pockmarked skin
who’s been sitting near the front, tears streaming, finally speaks.“I’ve been in the life too—I was
on heroin, and I had a man who was pimping me out to everyone to buy drugs. I can relate to
what you were saying about nearly dying cos I nearly died too. They tied me up in a bathtub and
stabbed me in the head with a screwdriver.”She leans forward and pulls her hair back. The
wounds are horrific—fresh and red; her whole head is littered with lumps of raw flesh and there’s
a collective gasp from the rest of the group.“I thought I was going to die, but somehow I lived and
managed to get out. And now I feel like you came here for a reason to tell me that I was
supposed to live. I never heard no one talk about this stuff, about the stuff you did, that I did.” She
chokes up. “I’m glad you came.”The room murmurs assent and I’m choking up, too.A petite
Latina with long black curls, who’s been the most silent and reserved of the whole group, finally
speaks up and looks directly at me. “She’s right, you was sent here, miss, for us. God sent you.
Everyone else, the counselors and stuff, they can be nice, but they had a luv-luv life. You feel
me? A luv-luv life, they read about the shit we went through in some book—that’s good ’n’ all but
you lived this shit. It’s different, your life was like ours, some the same, some different but you
been there, you feel me? And look, you came all the way from a whole nother country to here. To



New York, to Rikers! That’s kinda crazy, if you think about it, you feel me? So that’s why I know.
God sent you. To us. To help us be strong. To let us know we not alone and we can be all right
too.” She finishes her pronouncement and sits back in her original spot against the wall.Later I’ll
learn her name, Miranda, and that she’s incarcerated for murder. Over the months that she’s
incarcerated, before she’s finally sentenced and sent upstate, we’ll connect occasionally but
we’ll never be particularly close, yet her words will reverberate for months and then years to
come. I’ll never really hear the term luv-luv life again but it will stay in my mind as a perfect
description of those who seem untouched by life’s horrors and tragedies, for whom childhood
memories conjure up joy and innocence, for whom the thought of family evokes comfort and
safety and for whom the word love remains undistorted and untainted by disappointment, by
violence, by fear. Over the years I won’t meet many girls who’ve had luv-luv lives, yet thanks to
Miranda, I’ll remember that that’s the whole point of my being here.For most first-time visitors to
New York City, there are a few essential tourist spots: the Statue of Liberty, the Empire State
Building, Rockefeller Center, Times Square. However, for the first six months that I live in New
York, the only place I can cross off my “must-see” list is Times Square and that is only because,
at the time, it was still home to a burgeoning sex industry. My list of places visited went
something like this:Hunts Point market—creepy industrial area at night in the BronxLong Island
City/Queensboro Plaza (under the bridge)—creepy industrial area at night in QueensFlatlands—
creepy area at night in BrooklynA few other assorted deserted areasA youth homeless
shelterRikers Island jailI came to New York City in August 1997 to work as a missionary for an
agency that works with adult women in the commercial sex industry, a job I’ve obtained not
based on my sparse résumé, which consists of being a waitress and a nanny, but rather on my
rare admission that I’ve worked in the sex industry, too. Given that I have moved from Germany
to the States for work, I don’t really expect to be living it up in tourist hot spots, but I don’t know
that I’m really prepared for night after night of street outreach to some of New York’s most
notorious tracks. The first night in Hunts Point, located in the poorest congressional district in the
country, the South Bronx, I’m horrified by the quiet, deserted industrial landscape. All I can think
as I drive around is serial killer’s paradise. So many dead-end streets, Dumpsters, the absence
of streetlights, no one around for miles to hear you scream. Over the next few years, the
Disneyfication of Times Square pushes sex stores, strip clubs, and the street-based sex industry
farther and farther into neighborhoods like this, areas where no tourists from Iowa want to visit
and residents’ concerns about crime and safety are largely ignored.It is in these dark, desolate
areas that I do outreach, talking to women and girls on the street, although in the beginning,
these conversations are often fairly one-sided.“Hey, how you doing?”“Would you like some hot
chocolate/coffee/candy/a toiletry pack?”“So, my name’s Rachel. . . . I’m from an agency that
works with women on the street.”Often they ignore me, so casually and easily, as if I am simply
an annoying fly that is buzzing near their ear. Sometimes they give me the once-over and weigh
up quickly that this little girl with a funny accent isn’t po-lice and doesn’t have much to really
offer. And once in a while, on a slow night, they begin to talk to me and I learn names, street



names but still; whether they have children and where they got that cute jacket/shoes/earrings. It
isn’t deep but it’s a start. The more I’m out there, though, the more they learn about my story. And
soon they introduce me to others, particularly the younger girls. I learn not to bother them too
much on a busy night, to be aware if we are being observed by their pimps, to not take up too
much of their time if we are. For months, the only people I really meet are girls and women who
are being sold on the streets.Nights are for street outreach. Daytimes I go to detention centers,
shelters, and Rikers, where the girls and women who come in are scorned by staff and the other
residents or inmates alike.“Whatcha daddy gonna do for you now, huh?”“Nasty ho.”If the other
girls and women didn’t know what the girl was in for, the guards or staff made sure to announce
it. To have been on the street, to be in “the life,” as the girls called it, was to be on the lowest rung.
It didn’t matter how old they were; they were shunned and mocked as dirty, nasty, hos, whores,
hookers, dumb bitches. In this environment, it is jarring to go public for the first time about my
own experiences: The looks, the snide comments—particularly from the adults, who are
supposed to know better—make me flush with shame and cry at night. It isn’t surprising to me
then that the girls go back to the familiar, where they are at least accepted, even if that means
being sold and abused. Most of them really didn’t have anywhere else to go. The girls are
surprised, and then relieved, when they realize I won’t judge them. In the beginning, simply not
judging them and my own story are about all I have to give, and while we develop some good
relationships, I know that I have to be able to offer them more.The first girl that I really work with
one-on-one is Melissa, a strikingly beautiful seventeen-year-old who towers over me even in her
sneakers. Melissa is an angry young woman who is often frustrated by my lack of knowledge
about the welfare system, the housing system, the subway system, and anything else even
remotely useful. I’m woefully naive in thinking that I just need to be supportive and caring and
offer encouraging platitudes, which Melissa often throws back in my face as she struggles to
leave her one-year-old daughter’s father, who has also been her pimp since she was fourteen.
With Melissa, I negotiate the bureaucratic nightmares that are endemic to every public system
and grow angry right along with her that caseworkers look bored with her plight and have no
answers for her situation. It is on these long, tedious trips to the clinic, to the welfare office, to the
housing offices that we begin to bond, albeit reluctantly on Melissa’s part. While she and I share
a common understanding about the general workings of the life, she is frequently impatient,
often downright scornful, of my lack of knowledge about street slang—“What’s the track?”
“What’s a wife-in-law?”—and the intricate rules of “the game.” “Why do you have to walk in the
street and not on the sidewalk?” “Why can’t you look a man in his face?” Melissa becomes my
teacher, and I begin to make the connections between the things that I’d experienced and the
stories she’s telling me. The area where girls worked on the street is called the track; the girls I
tried to recruit to work for my “boyfriend” would’ve been my wives-in-law; the money I had to give
my “boyfriend” was my quota; oh, and my boyfriend, yeah, he was actually a pimp. This was
probably one of the hardest things for me to verbalize and it would take a while for me to really
accept that reality.Jennifer, my next tutor, is a moonfaced Latina who would call me at 6 a.m.



after a beating. I’d meet her at the train station and let her sleep on my couch. After a night or
two, Jennifer would find her way back to her pimp, although eventually she stayed with me three,
four nights, then for almost two weeks as I searched desperately for a program out of state that
would take her. From Jennifer I learn that leaving the life takes practice, that girls need to try
multiple times without having someone give up on them.Tiffany, who weighed about eighty
pounds, ran up a ridiculous phone bill at our office calling psychic hotlines. Her pimp had cut off
half of her hair and it was so badly matted that I had to take her to the hair salon to have her
head almost completely shaved. No program would take Tiffany: She didn’t have a drug
problem, a prerequisite for most programs that cater to her age. One night she disappeared for a
few hours and returned proudly announcing that she’d smoked crack and was now eligible for
the drug program, but we had to hurry cos she wasn’t sure how long it would be in her system.
From Tiffany I learn how few resources are available to meet the needs of these girls, and how
few people understand what they’ve experienced.I meet Aisha at Rikers. One day she rolls up a
leg of her sweatpants to show me the crude tattoo of her pimp’s name that he’d hand-carved into
her inner thigh as he sat between her legs holding a gun to her head. From Aisha I learn about
the systematic violence of pimps, and make the connections to my own experiences. Kimmie,
who is stabbed in the vagina by a group of men and left to die in the street, reminds me about
the violence of johns.Then there’s Katherine, my first successful intervention, which I can’t really
take full credit for. Katherine—soft-spoken, with delicate features—and I spend a couple of court-
mandated days together and then talk on the phone a few times before she decides to return to
her family in Houston. She goes back to school and eventually gets a Realtor’s license.
Throughout it all she sends me cards and e-mails thanking me for our brief time together. I post
her picture proudly over my desk. Katherine, I believe, comes into my life simply to encourage
me that support does make a difference.Mostly, though, it is just tough, sad work. I listen and
listen to story after story of fatherless girls; motherless daughters; parents lost to the streets;
drugs; prison; domestic violence turned murder; sexual abuse by an uncle, a cousin, a neighbor,
a teacher; running away; being put in foster care; meeting a man—that was central to every story
—meeting a man who made promises, who made them feel safe. After a while, everywhere I
look I see pain. Every teenage girl on the subway is a victim, or at least a potential victim. Every
man, particularly middle-aged white men, the ones I most closely associated with johns, is a
predator. I am both numb and oversensitive, overwhelmed by the need, the raw and desperate
need of the girls I am listening to and trying to help. I’m overdosing on the trauma of others, while
still barely healing from my own.I cry for hours at home and have fitful nights of little sleep. My
nightmares resurface as my own pain is repeated to me, magnified a thousand times. It feels
insurmountable. How can you save everyone? How can you rescue them? How do you get over
your pain? How do you ever feel normal?I don’t have many answers, for myself or for the girls.
So I listen and listen, doing my best to learn as much as I can, to make the connections, to be
open and honest about my own experiences, to be sincere, to love them and not judge. And
while that isn’t much to offer, it becomes the basis for some amazing relationships. I learn to be



honest during that first year about what I can’t specifically relate to; while we share many
common experiences, I can never claim to have lived someone else’s life. I wasn’t and never will
be a thirteen-year-old black girl from Bed-Stuy who is sitting in a juvenile detention center. I have
experienced different privileges and supports that sometimes leave me with a sense of
survivor’s guilt. Yet still, despite the difference in cultures and even continents, in ethnicities and
slang, threatened with guns or threatened with knives, sold in a club or sold on the street, our
experiences are consistently more similar than different. The themes are common: the lack of
family support; the need for love and attention; the early stages that felt almost good; the pain
that kept us trapped; and the long, slow journey back to life, feeling all the while that we’d never
quite be normal, that we’d never fit in—a message reiterated through family, through loved ones,
through society’s view of us. Over and over it is clear for all of us that our backgrounds had
prepared us for this. In one way or another, through abuse, neglect, abandonment, we’d been
primed for predatory men, for an industry that would use us up and spit us out.Every new
encounter provides a new mirror for me to view my own experiences through, and there is a level
of selfishness during this period as I hunger to understand more about the girls’ lives in order to
understand mine. If I could figure out what had happened to them, perhaps I had a better chance
of explaining it all to myself.Chapter 1LearningChild sexual exploitation is the most hidden
formof child abuse in the United States and North America today.It is the nation’s least
recognized epidemic.—Dr. Richard J. Estes, University of PennsylvaniaFALL 1997, NEW YORK
CITYAs soon as I step through the gates of Rikers Island, the air seems to change. If air can
smell oppressed, thick and heavy with misery, this is pretty much it. I feel like I’m suffocating.
Rikers is the world’s largest penal colony, encompassing its 413-acre island and housing over
fourteen thousand inmates on any given day, and going there is not a trip to be taken lightly.
Once that heavy door slams behind you, visitor’s pass or not, there’s a sinking sensation that
you’ll never be able to leave. On all my visits, I slide my bag onto the X-ray machine, get yelled at
by a guard for putting it on the wrong way/too soon/too late/something, try not to be bothered
that even as a visitor I am treated like an inmate, and pray that I haven’t forgotten to take any
change out of my pockets before I get humiliated by the guard again. Getting in, while I’m sure
not quite as arduous as trying to actually get out of Rikers, is an ordeal in itself. Once inside,
getting to the high school for the adolescent girls is even harder. While it is less than a two-
minute walk from the inside gate to the school, you can potentially wait an hour for a “ride,” a
guard to escort you, as is required for visitors. The general rule of thumb is that male guards will
escort you, not female guards. In a women’s facility, female guards outnumber the male ones, so
there is a lot of waiting quietly on the bench for someone to take pity on you and walk you a
hundred-yard distance. Impatience gets you yelled at, as does requesting the front gate guard to
assist you. So I shut up and wait.I’d been coming to Rikers to do outreach for a few months and
was getting used to the routine. At first, the walk through the jail had intimidated me. On my first
day, a few leers from some of the women, curious stares, and a couple of mean looks had my
heart pumping. My ideas about women’s prison came primarily from the Australian soap opera



Prisoner: Cell Block H, a female version of Oz in which characters were disposed of weekly in all
types of violent ways. Perhaps I’d be shanked; perhaps there’d be a riot and I’d be killed by COs
by mistake. There were endless variations of the bloody-end-in-jail theme, but after my first
presentation to a group of adults in the drug unit, the fear left and all that remained was sadness
and a sense of hopelessness. Women in their thirties and forties stuck in a revolving door of
addiction and jail, women in their sixties who should have been spending time with their
grandchildren instead of facing yet another incarceration, women in their twenties who looked so
much older, just starting out on their path already branded with a record. I quickly grew to have
empathy for these women, understood that our lives could have been reversed, that it was a
major miracle that I wasn’t stuck in the jail cycle myself. At one time, during my teenage years, I’d
even considered going to prison a badge of honor, a way of proving myself. I’d taken the risks,
hadn’t “grassed,” and had even been willing to take a multiple-year sentence for my bank robber
boyfriend. It turned out, though, despite my loyalty and Bonnie and Clyde mentality, that the
police had scant evidence on me and then had violated my rights as a juvenile, thereby ensuring
that the charges were eventually dropped. My time in jail had ultimately amounted to a couple of
overnights for theft and three days for the bank robbery conspiracy, and even that had been
limited to being held in the bookings of our downtown local precinct. The older I’d gotten, the
less jail had seemed like a good idea, until I simply stopped doing things that might’ve sent me
there. Still, though I had no legitimate jail experience to speak of, I did know what addiction felt
like, both to substances and men. I knew what it felt like to live on the edges of society, to feel
hopeless and to be homeless. I understood confusing domestic violence with love and always
having to hustle to make the next buck (or in my case, pound). Once I shared my story with the
women, they’d shown me so much love that there was nothing left to be scared of. Now as I
walked down the hallways, I’d see a few familiar faces who would greet me respectfully. “Hey,
miss. You coming to see us today?”“Nah, adolescents. Friday I’ll be there.”“Good. Those little
bitches need somebody to talk to. They hardheaded.”I laughed. The older women were forever
complaining about the teenagers, but even in the way they’d called them little bitches,
knuckleheads, them loose asses, there was maternal concern and identification. They could see
themselves at that age, remember what it was like to think they knew it all only to discover twenty
years later that there was nothing cute about being in jail. Even when I would do street outreach
at night, the older women would point me in the direction of a younger girl and say, “She’s a kid,
she needs help. You should talk to her.”Implicit in their admonishments to focus on the younger
girls was the unspoken belief that it was too late for them, but that there was still hope for her/
them/those little bitches. In fairness, too, I knew that while the women who knew my story both
accepted and respected me on some level, I was still some fresh-faced twenty-two-year-old
without a criminal record, without decades of substance abuse, without kids I’d lost to the
system. I did my best not to come across as a know-it-all, a kid who’d gotten lucky and who was
now, as my own grandmother used to say, “trying to teach my grandmother to suck eggs.” Some
of the women I worked with had daughters older than me; most had addictions older than me. So



I understood why they pushed me toward the teenagers though inside I felt a little relieved, but
also a little guilty, that I, too, felt more optimism and passion for the adolescents and young
adults than perhaps I did for them.That fall of 1997, the best-known British import to these
teenagers is, sadly, the Spice Girls, who’ve just come out with their movie and yet another stuck-
in-your-head song. With my long dark hair in a ponytail and my accent, according to the girls, I
look “just like Sporty Spice, miss.” I’m not thrilled about being compared to the Spice Girl I think
is the most awkward-looking, but after my initial horror, I see it as a workable hook. The girls are
excited about this tenuous connection to a pop group, so I play it up and do my best British
accent. “Say blah, blah girl power. Pleeeeeeease, miss.” There’s a chorus of plaintive “please”s
and “yeah, do it”s, so I oblige the fans, giving the peace sign as I’ve seen on the group’s
ubiquitous commercials. The crowd goes wild. “Do it again, do it again.” Although we started out
with a group of just three or four girls, they’re now calling their friends, “Ay yo, come listen to the
lady that talks like a Spice Girl.” Just another day at Rikers Island High School for Girls. One of
the most notorious and largest jails in the country, and here I am Spice Girling it up, using my
accent to the max. I had just started coming to the high school and had run a couple of small
groups with some girls who’d been identified by the social worker as “really needing to talk to
you,” plus a few individual sessions. That day I am doing a presentation for all the girls and the
teaching staff and I’m nervous. The girls are loud and raucous, nothing like the boot-camp-
trained adult women who lockstep in single file, sit quietly, and apparently recite the Serenity
Prayer at every opportunity. These high school adolescents are sixteen to twenty-one and are
charged with everything from shoplifting to murder although most, I’ll learn, are in for some type
of drug charge, invariably holding for, copping for, or trafficking for a man or a boy who has
escaped prosecution and is now suddenly too busy to visit or send commissary money. The
classroom is packed, standing room only, and now, after a few months of speaking to the adult
women, I’ve gotten more comfortable at telling my story. Over the years I’ll learn to edit out more
and more to preserve my own sanity and to avoid some of the offensive and often stupid
questions that will inevitably come up. But these are the early days, so after I’ve told my story in
much of its raw and painful detail, the stupid questions come and, interestingly, none of them are
from the girls. I try to deflect a few of the more offensive remarks coming from the teachers, and
mercifully the girls jump in to save me from more embarrassment, with sincere, thoughtful
questions and comments. The whole group is quiet and subdued; a few girls are sniffling, trying
to be unobtrusive with their tears.“Miss, do you and your moms get along now? Cos me and my
moms is still beefing cos she getting high again.”“Yo, did you ever hear from your pimp again? Is
he sorry?”I answer the questions as honestly and carefully as I can and as I do, the girls begin to
share their own stories, their own pain. The teachers are quiet.“I got abused, miss, when I was
little and now I just be so fuckin angry at men and I can’t help it.”“I’ve been in foster care since I
was five and my family knows I’m locked up and they don’t even visit.”“My boyfriend tried to
shoot me and I grabbed the gun and now I’m here cos I shot him by accident. But he was
beating me every day and I was scared of him. I don’t understand why they didn’t lock him up



before this all happened. I didn’t mean to kill him, I just wanted him to stop.”Girls are crying as
they speak. The girls sitting next to them cry, too; their backs are rubbed, some
compassionately, some awkwardly. Soon most everyone in the room is crying. I’m wiping away
tears, too, as the group continues. Teachers drift out quietly and yet the girls don’t want to move.
Something’s happening in the room that was unforeseeable an hour ago when the rowdy,
boisterous group had sauntered their way in pushing, cursing, cracking on each other. The room
has let down its guard, without the defenses, the anger, the front that has been carefully erected
often for years prior to their incarceration, if not hastily built as soon as they hit the island.
“Weakness” is not accepted in an adult correctional facility, despite the fact that most of these
girls are not even of the age of majority and should be experiencing high school in a very
different environment. Yet here we sit together listening, allowing each other to share raw
emotions, to be scared, to be hurt, to be girls just for a few minutes. Even in my naïveté, I’m clear
that once we leave this room their defensive fronts have to return, which is perhaps why they
seem so reluctant to leave.A girl with a scarf covering her mousy hair and pockmarked skin
who’s been sitting near the front, tears streaming, finally speaks.“I’ve been in the life too—I was
on heroin, and I had a man who was pimping me out to everyone to buy drugs. I can relate to
what you were saying about nearly dying cos I nearly died too. They tied me up in a bathtub and
stabbed me in the head with a screwdriver.”She leans forward and pulls her hair back. The
wounds are horrific—fresh and red; her whole head is littered with lumps of raw flesh and there’s
a collective gasp from the rest of the group.“I thought I was going to die, but somehow I lived and
managed to get out. And now I feel like you came here for a reason to tell me that I was
supposed to live. I never heard no one talk about this stuff, about the stuff you did, that I did.” She
chokes up. “I’m glad you came.”The room murmurs assent and I’m choking up, too.A petite
Latina with long black curls, who’s been the most silent and reserved of the whole group, finally
speaks up and looks directly at me. “She’s right, you was sent here, miss, for us. God sent you.
Everyone else, the counselors and stuff, they can be nice, but they had a luv-luv life. You feel
me? A luv-luv life, they read about the shit we went through in some book—that’s good ’n’ all but
you lived this shit. It’s different, your life was like ours, some the same, some different but you
been there, you feel me? And look, you came all the way from a whole nother country to here. To
New York, to Rikers! That’s kinda crazy, if you think about it, you feel me? So that’s why I know.
God sent you. To us. To help us be strong. To let us know we not alone and we can be all right
too.” She finishes her pronouncement and sits back in her original spot against the wall.Later I’ll
learn her name, Miranda, and that she’s incarcerated for murder. Over the months that she’s
incarcerated, before she’s finally sentenced and sent upstate, we’ll connect occasionally but
we’ll never be particularly close, yet her words will reverberate for months and then years to
come. I’ll never really hear the term luv-luv life again but it will stay in my mind as a perfect
description of those who seem untouched by life’s horrors and tragedies, for whom childhood
memories conjure up joy and innocence, for whom the thought of family evokes comfort and
safety and for whom the word love remains undistorted and untainted by disappointment, by



violence, by fear. Over the years I won’t meet many girls who’ve had luv-luv lives, yet thanks to
Miranda, I’ll remember that that’s the whole point of my being here.For most first-time visitors to
New York City, there are a few essential tourist spots: the Statue of Liberty, the Empire State
Building, Rockefeller Center, Times Square. However, for the first six months that I live in New
York, the only place I can cross off my “must-see” list is Times Square and that is only because,
at the time, it was still home to a burgeoning sex industry. My list of places visited went
something like this:Hunts Point market—creepy industrial area at night in the BronxLong Island
City/Queensboro Plaza (under the bridge)—creepy industrial area at night in QueensFlatlands—
creepy area at night in BrooklynA few other assorted deserted areasA youth homeless
shelterRikers Island jailI came to New York City in August 1997 to work as a missionary for an
agency that works with adult women in the commercial sex industry, a job I’ve obtained not
based on my sparse résumé, which consists of being a waitress and a nanny, but rather on my
rare admission that I’ve worked in the sex industry, too. Given that I have moved from Germany
to the States for work, I don’t really expect to be living it up in tourist hot spots, but I don’t know
that I’m really prepared for night after night of street outreach to some of New York’s most
notorious tracks. The first night in Hunts Point, located in the poorest congressional district in the
country, the South Bronx, I’m horrified by the quiet, deserted industrial landscape. All I can think
as I drive around is serial killer’s paradise. So many dead-end streets, Dumpsters, the absence
of streetlights, no one around for miles to hear you scream. Over the next few years, the
Disneyfication of Times Square pushes sex stores, strip clubs, and the street-based sex industry
farther and farther into neighborhoods like this, areas where no tourists from Iowa want to visit
and residents’ concerns about crime and safety are largely ignored.It is in these dark, desolate
areas that I do outreach, talking to women and girls on the street, although in the beginning,
these conversations are often fairly one-sided.“Hey, how you doing?”“Would you like some hot
chocolate/coffee/candy/a toiletry pack?”“So, my name’s Rachel. . . . I’m from an agency that
works with women on the street.”Often they ignore me, so casually and easily, as if I am simply
an annoying fly that is buzzing near their ear. Sometimes they give me the once-over and weigh
up quickly that this little girl with a funny accent isn’t po-lice and doesn’t have much to really
offer. And once in a while, on a slow night, they begin to talk to me and I learn names, street
names but still; whether they have children and where they got that cute jacket/shoes/earrings. It
isn’t deep but it’s a start. The more I’m out there, though, the more they learn about my story. And
soon they introduce me to others, particularly the younger girls. I learn not to bother them too
much on a busy night, to be aware if we are being observed by their pimps, to not take up too
much of their time if we are. For months, the only people I really meet are girls and women who
are being sold on the streets.Nights are for street outreach. Daytimes I go to detention centers,
shelters, and Rikers, where the girls and women who come in are scorned by staff and the other
residents or inmates alike.“Whatcha daddy gonna do for you now, huh?”“Nasty ho.”If the other
girls and women didn’t know what the girl was in for, the guards or staff made sure to announce
it. To have been on the street, to be in “the life,” as the girls called it, was to be on the lowest rung.



It didn’t matter how old they were; they were shunned and mocked as dirty, nasty, hos, whores,
hookers, dumb bitches. In this environment, it is jarring to go public for the first time about my
own experiences: The looks, the snide comments—particularly from the adults, who are
supposed to know better—make me flush with shame and cry at night. It isn’t surprising to me
then that the girls go back to the familiar, where they are at least accepted, even if that means
being sold and abused. Most of them really didn’t have anywhere else to go. The girls are
surprised, and then relieved, when they realize I won’t judge them. In the beginning, simply not
judging them and my own story are about all I have to give, and while we develop some good
relationships, I know that I have to be able to offer them more.The first girl that I really work with
one-on-one is Melissa, a strikingly beautiful seventeen-year-old who towers over me even in her
sneakers. Melissa is an angry young woman who is often frustrated by my lack of knowledge
about the welfare system, the housing system, the subway system, and anything else even
remotely useful. I’m woefully naive in thinking that I just need to be supportive and caring and
offer encouraging platitudes, which Melissa often throws back in my face as she struggles to
leave her one-year-old daughter’s father, who has also been her pimp since she was fourteen.
With Melissa, I negotiate the bureaucratic nightmares that are endemic to every public system
and grow angry right along with her that caseworkers look bored with her plight and have no
answers for her situation. It is on these long, tedious trips to the clinic, to the welfare office, to the
housing offices that we begin to bond, albeit reluctantly on Melissa’s part. While she and I share
a common understanding about the general workings of the life, she is frequently impatient,
often downright scornful, of my lack of knowledge about street slang—“What’s the track?”
“What’s a wife-in-law?”—and the intricate rules of “the game.” “Why do you have to walk in the
street and not on the sidewalk?” “Why can’t you look a man in his face?” Melissa becomes my
teacher, and I begin to make the connections between the things that I’d experienced and the
stories she’s telling me. The area where girls worked on the street is called the track; the girls I
tried to recruit to work for my “boyfriend” would’ve been my wives-in-law; the money I had to give
my “boyfriend” was my quota; oh, and my boyfriend, yeah, he was actually a pimp. This was
probably one of the hardest things for me to verbalize and it would take a while for me to really
accept that reality.Jennifer, my next tutor, is a moonfaced Latina who would call me at 6 a.m.
after a beating. I’d meet her at the train station and let her sleep on my couch. After a night or
two, Jennifer would find her way back to her pimp, although eventually she stayed with me three,
four nights, then for almost two weeks as I searched desperately for a program out of state that
would take her. From Jennifer I learn that leaving the life takes practice, that girls need to try
multiple times without having someone give up on them.Tiffany, who weighed about eighty
pounds, ran up a ridiculous phone bill at our office calling psychic hotlines. Her pimp had cut off
half of her hair and it was so badly matted that I had to take her to the hair salon to have her
head almost completely shaved. No program would take Tiffany: She didn’t have a drug
problem, a prerequisite for most programs that cater to her age. One night she disappeared for a
few hours and returned proudly announcing that she’d smoked crack and was now eligible for



the drug program, but we had to hurry cos she wasn’t sure how long it would be in her system.
From Tiffany I learn how few resources are available to meet the needs of these girls, and how
few people understand what they’ve experienced.I meet Aisha at Rikers. One day she rolls up a
leg of her sweatpants to show me the crude tattoo of her pimp’s name that he’d hand-carved into
her inner thigh as he sat between her legs holding a gun to her head. From Aisha I learn about
the systematic violence of pimps, and make the connections to my own experiences. Kimmie,
who is stabbed in the vagina by a group of men and left to die in the street, reminds me about
the violence of johns.Then there’s Katherine, my first successful intervention, which I can’t really
take full credit for. Katherine—soft-spoken, with delicate features—and I spend a couple of court-
mandated days together and then talk on the phone a few times before she decides to return to
her family in Houston. She goes back to school and eventually gets a Realtor’s license.
Throughout it all she sends me cards and e-mails thanking me for our brief time together. I post
her picture proudly over my desk. Katherine, I believe, comes into my life simply to encourage
me that support does make a difference.Mostly, though, it is just tough, sad work. I listen and
listen to story after story of fatherless girls; motherless daughters; parents lost to the streets;
drugs; prison; domestic violence turned murder; sexual abuse by an uncle, a cousin, a neighbor,
a teacher; running away; being put in foster care; meeting a man—that was central to every story
—meeting a man who made promises, who made them feel safe. After a while, everywhere I
look I see pain. Every teenage girl on the subway is a victim, or at least a potential victim. Every
man, particularly middle-aged white men, the ones I most closely associated with johns, is a
predator. I am both numb and oversensitive, overwhelmed by the need, the raw and desperate
need of the girls I am listening to and trying to help. I’m overdosing on the trauma of others, while
still barely healing from my own.I cry for hours at home and have fitful nights of little sleep. My
nightmares resurface as my own pain is repeated to me, magnified a thousand times. It feels
insurmountable. How can you save everyone? How can you rescue them? How do you get over
your pain? How do you ever feel normal?I don’t have many answers, for myself or for the girls.
So I listen and listen, doing my best to learn as much as I can, to make the connections, to be
open and honest about my own experiences, to be sincere, to love them and not judge. And
while that isn’t much to offer, it becomes the basis for some amazing relationships. I learn to be
honest during that first year about what I can’t specifically relate to; while we share many
common experiences, I can never claim to have lived someone else’s life. I wasn’t and never will
be a thirteen-year-old black girl from Bed-Stuy who is sitting in a juvenile detention center. I have
experienced different privileges and supports that sometimes leave me with a sense of
survivor’s guilt. Yet still, despite the difference in cultures and even continents, in ethnicities and
slang, threatened with guns or threatened with knives, sold in a club or sold on the street, our
experiences are consistently more similar than different. The themes are common: the lack of
family support; the need for love and attention; the early stages that felt almost good; the pain
that kept us trapped; and the long, slow journey back to life, feeling all the while that we’d never
quite be normal, that we’d never fit in—a message reiterated through family, through loved ones,



through society’s view of us. Over and over it is clear for all of us that our backgrounds had
prepared us for this. In one way or another, through abuse, neglect, abandonment, we’d been
primed for predatory men, for an industry that would use us up and spit us out.Every new
encounter provides a new mirror for me to view my own experiences through, and there is a level
of selfishness during this period as I hunger to understand more about the girls’ lives in order to
understand mine. If I could figure out what had happened to them, perhaps I had a better chance
of explaining it all to myself.Chapter 2RiskThere can be no keener revelation of a society’s
soulthan the way in which it treats its children.—Nelson MandelaWINTER 1989, ENGLANDMy
room is the “isolation” room, windowed on three sides, where children who have contagious
diseases and require constant supervision from the nurses are kept. Yet as our local hospital
does not have a pediatric psych department, this is where I’m placed. Initially I’d been placed in
a regular room, but when the nurses realized that every time I was left alone I would utilize all my
creativity in finding new and inventive ways to attempt suicide, they moved me. I’d pretended to
want to shave my legs so a gullible friend from school brought me razors. I’d developed a
sudden craving for R Whites Lemonade, which was conveniently sold in a glass bottle. I’d used
bandages to tie my neck to the plug hole in the deep sink and then filled it up. While none of
these attempts has been successful, I’m left with sliced and diced wrists and a realization that no
matter how much you want to die, the human body will not simply relax and let itself be drowned,
especially not in a sink.My initial and most serious attempt, the one that has landed me in the
hospital, is downing a bottle of wine with over forty of my mother’s various pills. I’m told that I
flatlined for a few seconds and was brought back. A nurse cries later as she tells me this. I’m
sad, too, but mostly because the student renting a room from my mother came back from France
early and called an ambulance when she found me slowly passing out in the kitchen. Everyone
tells me that I’m lucky to be alive.I stay in the hospital for three weeks, trying to cut, trying to
drown, as social workers scramble to figure out what to do with a suicidal thirteen-year-old who’s
adamant about not being placed into foster care. My mother is also rallying to keep me—despite
the fact that just a couple of weeks ago she’d had a severe nervous breakdown and had locked
herself in the bathroom and tried to kill herself as I pounded hysterically on the door. My
stepfather, Robert, who moved out over a month ago and into his new girlfriend’s house, is
banned by the hospital staff from visiting me, partly due to the fact that he showed up drunk,
partly due to the fact that he kept yelling that I was “just like your mother,” and had to be escorted
out. Given these facts, it’s a small miracle and probably not a great testament to the wisdom of
my assigned social worker that I’m discharged home to my mother. Life, unsurprisingly, doesn’t
get better.As a small child, I’m fortunate enough to live with my great-grandmother, my maternal
grandparents, and my mother deep in the heart of the countryside of Dorset. My mother shows
no signs of the struggles that she’ll later face when alcoholism will take control of her life and
fling her (and me) around like a floppy rag doll. In fact, she doesn’t even drink then. She is the
quintessential good single mum: endlessly devoted; creative and permissive about my freedom
to explore nature, art, play; fiercely protective; firm about my tantrums. We are close in a way that



only a single mother and an only child can be. My grandmother, much to my chagrin years later
when I discovered the photographic evidence, makes us matching outfits. A child of the late
seventies, sadly these outfits consist of pinafore dresses and smocks with lots of flowers. At the
time, though, I’m thrilled to be mimicking my young, pretty mother.Chapter 2RiskThere can be
no keener revelation of a society’s soulthan the way in which it treats its children.—Nelson
MandelaWINTER 1989, ENGLANDMy room is the “isolation” room, windowed on three sides,
where children who have contagious diseases and require constant supervision from the nurses
are kept. Yet as our local hospital does not have a pediatric psych department, this is where I’m
placed. Initially I’d been placed in a regular room, but when the nurses realized that every time I
was left alone I would utilize all my creativity in finding new and inventive ways to attempt
suicide, they moved me. I’d pretended to want to shave my legs so a gullible friend from school
brought me razors. I’d developed a sudden craving for R Whites Lemonade, which was
conveniently sold in a glass bottle. I’d used bandages to tie my neck to the plug hole in the deep
sink and then filled it up. While none of these attempts has been successful, I’m left with sliced
and diced wrists and a realization that no matter how much you want to die, the human body will
not simply relax and let itself be drowned, especially not in a sink.My initial and most serious
attempt, the one that has landed me in the hospital, is downing a bottle of wine with over forty of
my mother’s various pills. I’m told that I flatlined for a few seconds and was brought back. A
nurse cries later as she tells me this. I’m sad, too, but mostly because the student renting a room
from my mother came back from France early and called an ambulance when she found me
slowly passing out in the kitchen. Everyone tells me that I’m lucky to be alive.I stay in the hospital
for three weeks, trying to cut, trying to drown, as social workers scramble to figure out what to do
with a suicidal thirteen-year-old who’s adamant about not being placed into foster care. My
mother is also rallying to keep me—despite the fact that just a couple of weeks ago she’d had a
severe nervous breakdown and had locked herself in the bathroom and tried to kill herself as I
pounded hysterically on the door. My stepfather, Robert, who moved out over a month ago and
into his new girlfriend’s house, is banned by the hospital staff from visiting me, partly due to the
fact that he showed up drunk, partly due to the fact that he kept yelling that I was “just like your
mother,” and had to be escorted out. Given these facts, it’s a small miracle and probably not a
great testament to the wisdom of my assigned social worker that I’m discharged home to my
mother. Life, unsurprisingly, doesn’t get better.As a small child, I’m fortunate enough to live with
my great-grandmother, my maternal grandparents, and my mother deep in the heart of the
countryside of Dorset. My mother shows no signs of the struggles that she’ll later face when
alcoholism will take control of her life and fling her (and me) around like a floppy rag doll. In fact,
she doesn’t even drink then. She is the quintessential good single mum: endlessly devoted;
creative and permissive about my freedom to explore nature, art, play; fiercely protective; firm
about my tantrums. We are close in a way that only a single mother and an only child can be. My
grandmother, much to my chagrin years later when I discovered the photographic evidence,
makes us matching outfits. A child of the late seventies, sadly these outfits consist of pinafore



dresses and smocks with lots of flowers. At the time, though, I’m thrilled to be mimicking my
young, pretty mother.
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Cynthia Romaker, “From my book review blog: ElectricBookworm.com. From my book review
blog, ElectricBookworm.com:Every once in a while, a book comes along that is so powerfully
written, it has the ability to cause you to change how you think, how you feel, and maybe even:
how you act.For me, such a book is Girls Like Us: Fighting For a World Where Girls Are Not for
Sale, by Rachel Lloyd.I recently completed a 60-hour training course on Crisis Intervention, in
order to work with victims of sexual assault, domestic violence, and/or elder abuse. One of our
sessions focused on human sex trafficking, and this book was recommended by our
phenomenal presenter, who works with victims of such trafficking.The session opened my eyes
to the "top layer" of misconceptions around sex trafficking -- especially with regard to children.
For example, I think many (most?) of us believe that only women from other countries are forced
into prostitution here in the United States. Reading the book opened my eyes to the entire
landscape of a devastating underworld that is closer to home than most of us realize.Over 70%
of all those forced into (and I do mean forced) sex work in the United States are Americans. This
book, written by such a victim, who now works tirelessly as an advocate for these voiceless
victims, puts a bald but factual face on the many "myths" surrounding those in the "sex trade."
Just a few examples: that prostitutes choose "the life" (as it is known in the vernacular), that
prostitutes are from low socio-economic backgrounds, that prostitutes are runaways, that
prostitutes "do it because they like it," that prostitutes stay in the life because of the money they
can make, especially when they have no other skills, that prostitutes are "asking for it" when they
are beaten/raped/humiliated by their "johns" and/or pimps because after all: they should have
known what they were getting into when they "became" prostitutes.I read this book from cover to
cover in two sittings, unable to turn away from it. It is passionately and compassionately written
by a woman who has successfully led the fight to pass critically important legislation regarding
sex work. One of the latest developments we learned about in our training was that - nowadays
-- minors (boys and girls under the age of 18) do NOT have to prove they were "coerced or
forced" into the trade. And this is because: by definition, a minor does not have the necessary
resources or skills to resist being lured into the sex trade, especially when they are convinced
they have no other option.If you possess an open mind and an open heart, I promise this book
will change you, and in very important ways. Even if you finish the book and simply change the
vocabulary you use when referring to people in the sex trade, it will be a major step forward in
the fight to stop human sex trafficking.I am not a political person, and I rarely get up on a
soapbox, but I will make an exception here. Tomorrow, Valentine's Day, is one that will be
marked all over our country by people who are standing up against sex trafficking and violence
in that world. It is called the "One Billion Rising," an international call to action that focuses on
ending violence and sexual assault against women all over the world. For more information,
please go to VDAY.org. The name of the event derives from the fact that human sex trafficking is
a $1 billion/year business.This is the first time since I began this blog that I am going to give a



"current" book a 5-Worm Rating . . . . and believe me: it's not just because of the interest and
passion it has stirred in me, but also because it is remarkably well written. I promise you will not
walk away from this story untouched -- and in a hopeful way.”

Margaret Howard, “Humor, Grace, & Wonderful Writing: A Joy to Read. So, disclosure: I'm an
activist against human trafficking and a survivor of commercial sexual exploitation myself. When
Girls Like Us arrived in the mail I greeted the book like a long-lost friend. It was almost
embarrassing, I was so giddy about it. Maybe I was a little bit apprehensive, too. What if it didn't
live up to my very high expectations? I was a writer for years before moving into social work, and
I'm pretty picky. But that little fear disappeared the minute I started reading. Rachel Lloyd is a
writer.To me, reading Girls Like Us has felt like coming home. In a good way. This full-hearted,
infinitely loving, and also totally human -- as in it's ok to be goofy, sometimes impatient, enjoy
fun shoes and also be a serious activist-person --memoir/social analysis has been maybe the
first time since I was 13-years-old and lured and abducted by a pimp/trafficker that I've felt 100
percent in the company of someone who understands. Lloyd knows the potential and
preciousness of every child, girl, woman, and that our experiences don't define or limit us,
especially once love is added to the mix. Plus, like pioneering memoir writer Mary Carr, Lloyd
manages to make us laugh. Sometimes through the tears, sure. But laugh, nonetheless.Rachel
Lloyd has taught me many things with this book. Among them (though I could go on forever) that
the survivor guilt I felt for having escaped so fast is actually that, survival guilt (didn't have a
name for that before, it kind of mostly went away once I did). That I don't have to be the most
saintly, perfect person on Earth to dedicate my life to creating a world where "girls are not for
sale" (i.e., I can be kind of at my wits end sometimes, and also it's ok to like frivolous TV (I was
going to do it anyway, but the example is helpful). And most importantly, though I admit I kind of
knew this going in, what's revolutionary about the organization Lloyd founded, GEMS (Girls
Educational and Mentoring Services) is that love is its binding element. To paraphrase Lloyd,
people don't connect to programs, they connect to people. Yep.Lloyd is the first writer I've come
across who's been able to create an accessible and very readable synthesis of the factors at all
levels creating the conditions under which children can be routinely bought and sold in the
United States. American children. Our own little girls. She asks the critical question: Why are we
appalled that little girls in exotic places are forced into the sex industry, but when our own are we
think it's their "choice?" She understands the importance of addressing demand (who's buying
these children anyway, and why aren't they going to jail?), the utter injustice of vilifying the girls
themselves when they're exploited (how can there be high school girls in Rikers Island Prison?
Why aren't the men who bought and sold them there, instead? What kind of crazy system
charges an 11-year-old girl for prostitution and, again, not the men who bought and sold her?).
Lloyd understands law and policy, and she knows what girls need to heal. And somehow she
manages to write in such a way that connections throughout these things are clear, easy to
understand, and read like a good novel. This is new. This hasn't happened before. We really



need to pay attention.You don't have to be a "survivor" to fall in love with this book. I expect that
girls and women, almost regardless of their backgrounds, will recognize the struggle to navigate
a world that seems at times so hostile and dangerous for them. But they'll also recognize the
sister in Rachel Lloyd, the hope that she brings and the vision, and be happy to have met her
and heard her say her heart out loud.”

J. Parkinson, “Brilliantly delivered, superbly informative. If 6 stars was an option that was it'd be
getting that. Recommend this to EVERYONE. The message of many lives come across in an in
depth fashion and the method in which the book is written is so detailed really mind opening. Big
thank you to the author and congratulations on again achieving one of her sole aims of
delivering her and other survivors message. Really can't recommend it enough.”

lb, “Amazing. This is an honest, heart breaking and must read for everyone so that the stories of
these children are known. I was appalled, horrified, saddened and angry at the stories I read.
What Rachel and the other women have achieved should be celebrated and shine as a beacon
to others.”

Stephen Charity, “A must read.. This book is disturbing, heart breaking, inspiring and
challenging. A life changing read. The author is to be celebrated for her honesty and courage.”

Dorothy Pickett, “Girls matter. It took a long time to arrive but it’s a great book. Real life stories
and lots of facts woven in, it’s a compelling read for anyone involved with working with people
with traumatic lives.”

Sirtravelalot, “Five Stars. great read!”

The book by Rachel Lloyd has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 671 people have provided feedback.
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